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PREFACE

Under Joint sponsorship of the Environmental Protes$1on

Agency's Office of Noise Abatement and Control (EPA) and the

Naval Ship Engineering Center (NAVSEA), Bolt Beranek and Newman

Inc. (BBN) evaluated the noise conditions in the sheet metal shop

(CNS¥ Shop 17) at the Charleston Naval Shipyard in Charleston,

South Carolina. BBN's draft report No. 3960 summarized the noise

conditions in Shop 17 and presented noise control recommendations

which, if installed, would reduce the risk of hearing loss to

Shop 17 workers as a result of their exposure to noise inside

Shop 17.

The Charleston Naval Shipyard Safety Office 4nd Shop 17

personnel have been interested in quieting the shop for many

years. Much progress had been made before the NAVSEA/EPA study
and subsequent to the study additional work has been performed.

This report summarizes the NAVSEA/EPA project and the work

performed by personnel st Charleston subsequent to that project.

0
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report contains an evaluation of noise conditions in

the sheet metal shop at the Charleston Naval Shipyard in

Charleston, South Carolina (CNSY Shop 17). The study was

performed during 1978. The evaluation is based on noise exposure

data for full-tlme workers in Shop 17 and an analysis of noise

emissions of the individual machine types used in the shop.

Noise emission data are presented for the following equipment

types :

o Band saws

o Friction saws

_-_ o Pneumatic grinders

o Electric touters

o Square shears

o Nibblers

o Belt sanders

o Punch presses (manual and nume?Ical!y controlled)

o Press brakes

o Cutoff saws

o Spot welders

o Drill presses

o Pneumatic drills

o Elect rlc drills.

The [Irst seven machine types listed represent a noise

hazard in Shop 17.. We recommend practical ways of obtaining

noise Peductlon, along with estimates of expected costs and

benefits for the recommended treatments. Four of the noise

v
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hazards can be quieted so that they are no longer noise hazards,

and the other three san be made significantly less hazardous.

The anticipated benefit and associated hardware and installation

costs (elaborated on in Sec. 4) are:

o Band saw - approximate doubling of safe operational

time at a cost of about $1250 per saw

o Friction saw - approximate doubling of safe operational

time at a cost of about $1300 per saw

o Grinders - increase in safe operational time to about

330 min, virtually eliminating these

machines as a noise hazard at a cost of

about $4750 for i00 tools

o Router - approximate quadrupling of safe operational

time at a cost of about $II00

o Shears - ellminatlon of their nolse hazard at a cost

of about $7550 for three shears

o Nibbler - elimination of their noise hazard at a cost

of about $500

o Sander - approximate seven-fold increase in safe

operational time at a cost of about $3000

per sander.

Total hardware and installation costs for the above treatments

are $19,450.

If these tresbments are installed, the risk of hearing loss

to Shop 17 workers as a result of the noise in the Shop will be

reduced.

0
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The Charleston Naval Shipyard has evaluated some of the

recommendations presented and has, in several instances, been

unable to incorporate them, The Shipyard efforts are dlscussed

in this report.

This report also includes an appendix that reviews pertinent

open-llterature articles on noise emissions and noise meduction

techniques applicable to the above-llsted equipment categories.

©
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I. INTRODUCTION

The EnvirOnmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Naval

Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) under an Interagency Agreement of

26 August 1977 Jointly sponsored an investigation of the noise

conditions in the sheet metal shop, Shop 17, of the Charleston

Naval Shipyard (CNSY). The investigation, completed in December

1978, was performed under NAVSEA Contract No. N00024-77-C-4090,

"Acoustic Engineering Support," Task No. SEC-6105-78-01,

"Shipyard Noise Demonstration Project." BBN Report No. 3960

summarized this work. subsequent to the BSN Report, CNSY

implemented some of the recommendations but had difficulty

implementing all of them. EPA, under Contract No. 68-01-5014,

Task No. 29, sponsored a rewrite of Report No. 3960 to include a

brief discussion of the Shipyard's effort to install the

'_-'] recommendations prepared by BBN. This report summarizes the BBN

work and the Shipyard's efforts.

This'section provides an overview of the CNSY sheet metal

shop and its noise environment in 1978 and compares the probable

impact of the noise environment on the hearing acuity of full-

time shop workers. Section 2 descrlbes the subject program in

greater detail. Section 3 discusses the flndlngs of the

investigation, by machine, and Sec. 4 summarizes the data that

formed the basis for the conclusions detailed in Sec. 3. Sec. 5

presents a brief summary of the Shipyard's progress.

i.I Overview of Shop Operations and Nolse Environment, 1978

In 1978, the operations in Shop 17 involved the

fabrication of sheet metal components, including sheet metal

furniture, ductwork, and fixtures. The fabrication of these

1
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items requires the use of metal working equipment to cut, form,

clean, or assemble components. This equipment is typical of that

used in other industrial sheet metal shops. Specific items

include:

o Band saws

o Friction saws

o Punch presses (manual and numerically controlled)

o Hand tools, including pneumatic grinders and drills

and electric drills and reuters

o Square shears

o Nibblers

o Stand grinders and sanders

o Cutoff saws

o Press brakes

__ o Spot welders

o Drill presses

In the shop, the equipment is spread throughout an area

approximately 100 ftx 400 ft. Figure 1 shows a layout of the

shop as it was in 1978.

None of the appromlma_ely 60 full-tlme* production

workers in the shop is permanently assigned a work station.

However, most workers spend the majority of each day at a single

location and, unless on special assignment (when they work at a

single machine), they use many of the machines in the shop as

needed. Requirements for machine use vary from project to

*About 120 other individuals work at least part-tlme in the
shop. The rest of the time is spend working aboard ships.
Therefore, this study concentrated only on the 60 full-tlme shop
workers.

©
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project, and the number and kind of projects assigned to the shop

also change. Therefore, individual noise exposures in the shop

vary from day to day.

The sound levels in the shop change constantly and are

affected by the kind and number of projects on which work is

being performed. The background sound level, set by the minimum

amount of activity in the shop, ranges from about 70 to 75 dB(A_

in the area around mld-shop (where most work is concentrated) to

about 65 to 70 dB(A) in the less active ends of the shop. This

background sound level, which does not cons;Itute a threat to the

health of any worker, seldom lasts for more than a few seconds

anywhere in the shop. Sounds from individual operations cause an

increase in sound level throughout the shop, depending on the

type of operation occurring and the distance from the

"h operation. The increase in sound level may be brief, as it would

be if the operation were shearing, or it may last longer, as it

would be if the operation were grinding or cutting.

Although most operations are readily audible throughout

the shop, the sounds from those operations are considerably lower

elsewhere than they are at the operator position. These distant I
sounds are more of an annoyance than they are a hazard,

Although bacMground and distant sound levels associated

with individual operations are relatively low, noise exposures at

operator positions of individual machines may be high. Machines

such as pneumatic hand tools or metal cutting saws produce sound !

levels at the operator's position between about 95 and

i05 dB(A). Because the use of the various pieces of equipment is

so variable, it is difficult to determine what kind of overall

daily noise exposures occur in the shop.

O
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To determine the range of possible noise exposures, noise

dosimeters were worn by individual workers in each of the major

working divisions of the shop. Dosimeter readings provide a

measure of the "daily noise dose" incurred by the wearer - a

measurement that accounts for both the intensity and duration of

the sound imposed on the wearer's ears. As will be discussed in

Sec. 2.2, the readings indicate that over half of the shop

workers who wore dosimeters were exposed to average sound levels

considered hazardous under instructions issued by the Department

of Defense (DOD).

The readings do not preclude the possibility that noise

exposures can occasionally be higher than those measured during

this study. Therefore, further study was directed toward

individual pieces of equipment, so that their relative

contribution to individual noise exposures could be determined

and so that machines requiring noise control could be identified.

Although the CNSY shop is similar to other shipyard sheet

metal working facilities, it differs from industrial operations

in several important respects:

o At the shipyard shop, _ndlvldual workers use a greater

variety of equipment than they would in industrial

shops, where techniques similar to those on a production

llne are employed.

o At the shipyard shop, equipment is more spread out and

in a larger space than is typical of industrial

operations. As a consequence, workers in the CNSY shop

are not as impacted by noise from their neighbors'

activities as are workers in industrial operations.

o The condition of equipment in the CNSY shop appear to

be better than that in industry. The use factors of

5
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be better than that in industry. The use factors of

individual machines also appear lower in the CNSY shop

than in industry. These observations indicate that

machine wear and tear (and, hence, noise emissions) are

lower at the shipyard for comparable equipment.

o The working of sheet steel, a hard material, is generally

noisier than the working of softer aluminum. Because

some of the CNSY work is with aluminum, the CNSY

shop noise exposures may be lower than for comparable

industrial operations where aluminum is not worked.

These factors mean that the noise hazard assessment of

individual pieces of equipment and the noise exposure assessment

•of sheet metal workers differs between shipyard and industrial

sheet metal shops. In general, the exposure of those workers who

worm only in Shop 17 are likely to be less than would be found in

many industrial shops.

©
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2. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

This section describes and explains the work performed by

BBN for the NAVSEA/EPA program.

2.1 Program Objective

Noise control rapidly becomes more difficult (and more

expensive) as greater noise reductions ars sought. It makes

sense, then, to first IdentlfF an overall program objective so

that each machine is treated in a cost-effectlve manner. An

early step is to define quantitatively what would constitute an

acceptable after-treatment noise environment.

For this program, the selected objective has two

components, one for continuous (ongoing) sounds, the other for

impulsive (high-lntensity, short-llved) sounds. The objective

_-h for continuous sound stems from definitions of hazardous and safe

noise exposures as stated in DOD Instruction Number 6055.3-

June 1978. According to the DOD Instruction, the limits of safe

exposure levels (L) for periods of less than 16 hours in any 24-

hour period is found from:

T = 960 + [(L_80)]

where T is the exposure time (in minutes). Figure 2a depicts the

relationship between sound level and permissible exposure time.

For example, sound levels must be less than 80 dB(A) for 16 hours

of exposure - and no more than 84 dB(A) for 8 hours of exposure,

88 dB(A) for 4 hours, and so on.

O
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To determine if an exposure made up of tlme-varyinE

continuous sounds is hazardous, it must be broken down into the

tlme spent at the various sound levels, and the exposure assessed

according to the equation:

C1 C2 Cn

E=_+_+--'.. . Tn

where C stands for the exposure time at a particular sound level

and T stands for the permitted exposure time for thac level, as

read from Fig. 2a. To be acceptable, the sum of the individual

C/T fractions must not exceed unity.

._ Fo_ impulsive sounds, the selected objective' is that the

maximum peak sound pressure level must not exceed 140 dB if up to

I00 impulses occur daily, 130 dB if up to I000 impulses occur,

and 120 dB if 10,000 impulses occur. Intermediate values of

maximum permitted peak sound pressure level can be read from Fig.

2b. The DOD instruction sheet limits impulse sounds to a peak

sound pressure level of 140 dB. Thus, the objective in this

study is mere stringent than that used by DOD, and is chosen to

be so on the basis that less is known about the bazardgus 'effect

of impulsive noises,

These criteria were selected with the unders_andlnE that

there is no completely "safe" level of noise. The effect of

noise exposure is an individual phenomenon, and some persons may

be harmed by exposure to what would normally be considered

9
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innocuous sounds._ The stated criteria are generally protective,

and the consensus of the eclen$1fic community is that no more

than I0_ of a population exposed to sounds at these criteria

levels would incur as much as a 5-dB loss of hearing averaged

over the three frequency bands considered most important to

speech communication after i0 years of exposure to the noise.

Such a hearing loss would generally be considered minor.

2.2 Measurements Performed

Once the _olss criteria were selected, BBN measured the

present noise exposures. Two techniques were used: measuring

noise exposures and measuring noise emissions.

2.2.1 Noise exposures

Noise exposures were measured directly as _ndlvldual

sheet metal mechanics wore noise dosimeters as they performed

._ their normal dutles, The dosimeters provided readings of the

noise dose of the wearer," in accordance with the settings of the i

instruments, for the duratlo_ of time that the instrument was

worn, The readlngs were adjusted later to account for Zlme off

for lunch breaks and to extrapolate to a full day's work. The

dosimeters were used to provide a broad indication of noise

exposuresof the shop workers, rather than s detailed assessment.
i

_An exc_llent summary of the topi_ has been compiled by J.C.
Guignard for EPA/AMRL, "A Basis for Limiting Noise Exposure for
Hearing Conservation," AMRL-TR-73-90; erA 550-9-73-O01-A, July
19Z_. Additional information is contalne_ in ErA Report ErA-550-
9-74-004, "Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite
to Protect Publls Health and Welfare with an Adequate Hargin of
Safety," Marsh 1974.

Ii
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Since doslmeters incorporating the DOD criteria were not

available, it was necessary to use other dosimeters and'then

infer from their readings the DOD exposures. Three dosimeter

settings were used. They incorporated the OSHA criteria

(90 dB(A) for an 8 hour day with a 5 dB increase for each halving

of the exposure time), an OSHA proposed criteria (85 dB(A) for an

8 hour day with a 5 dB increase for ea0h halving of the exposure

time), and an ErA suggested orlteria (85 dB(A) for an 8 hour day

with a 3 dB increase for each halving of the exposure time).

From these measurements and the trend resulting from the

differences in the dosimeter readings, it is not unreasonable to

expect that 75_ (17 people) of those persons wearing dosimeters

(23 people) would have been exposed to equivalent average sound

levels of 84 dB(A) or higher.

f_

2.2.2 Noise emissions

For equipment emitting continuous noise at a steady-state

sound level (an idling stand grinder, for example), direct

readings of the sound level and octave-band sound pressure levels

were obtained at the operator position and around each piece of

equipment using hand-held precision sound level meters. For

equipment emitting time-varylng continuous noise (a grinding

operation, for example), tape recordings were made at each

operator position and around the equipment. Laboratory reduetlon

oP the tape recordings provided statistical information about the

distribution of sound level values at the various measurement

positions; these distributions were used to calculate values of

nolse emissions per hour of machine operation. The values on

hourly noise emission were combined with data on machine usage to

! ,-J+
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• determine the likelihood of a given machine causing or

contributing to an excessive noise exposure.

Noise dosimeters also supplemented the tape recorders in

obtaining measures of machine emissions. The dosimeters were

hand-held and set to read the noise dose at operator locations

measured during a 30-set interval of machine operation. The

readouts were than adjusted to account for machine use over a

longer time period. For equipment emitting impulsive noise, tape

recordings of the sound at various positions around each source

were made for laboratory analysis. Analysis also determined peak

sound pressure levels from oscilloscope tracings of the tape-

recorded signals.

After noise exposures were determined, additional

_ measurements were made to help identify the cause of the

excessive exposure.

2.2.3 Noise source analysis

Acoustic measurements were taken close-in to each machine

to provide data for assessing the role of individual machines or

machine parts in causing a noise exposure. Here, frequency

• analysed were performed so that characteristic noise signatures

of machines or machine parts could be related to more distant

(operator position) noise measurements. Measurements of surface

vibration (a common source of noise) were also used to help gauge

the significance of those vibrations to the noise emissions.

©
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The influence of room acoustics on the propagation of

sound in the sheet metal shop was also studied in the noise

source analysis. Spatial and room surface configurations cause

reflections of sound that influence sound levels away from a

continuous hOles-maker, where the combined echoes of the noise

from all room surfaces are more intense than the sounds directly

radiated by the noise source. These factors are accounted for by

characterization of "room constants" through measurement of

reverberation time or through calculation.

By either method_ the room constants for various subareas

of the shop are all high, meaning that the distance from a noise-

maker to where reverberation (echoes or reflection) becomes

significant ranges from about i0 ft (under the shears area under

the acoustlcal ceiling) to about 15 ft (at the opposite end of

the shop). These distances are on the order of two to three

times farther from a noise source than in typical industrial

facilitles where conditions are more crowded and acoustical wall

or ceiling treatments are usually not present.

The large dlstances benefit CNSY workers in that if a

worker is within i0 to 15 ft of a noisy activity, he is not as

noise impacted by reflected sound. The benefit is small,

however, because most shop noise exposures are dominated by noise

from personal activities, rasher than from neighbor's work

(exeep_ for the grinding areas). On the other hand, in

industrial operations reverberation may be a very significant

factor, and it may be desirable $o seek ways to decrease

reverberation, through application of ceiling or wall treatments.

O
14
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2.3 Additional Data Obtained

For this project, information on other noise studies of

sheet metal worklng equipment was obtained through a literature

review of articles containing noise data or noise control data.

Summaries of articles and of publicly available reports gleaned

from bibliographies and reviews of Journals in the field of noise

control are presented in Appendix B.

2.4 Synthesis of Information

An evaluation of all of this information - in conjunction

with usage factors - enabled us to determine whether or not a

particular sheet metal working machine currently represents a

noise hazard at the CNSY or whether it could represent a noise

._ hazard in another sheet metal shop with different operating

patterns or room conditions. For each machine identified as a

cause or as a potential cause of a hazard, the data were again

reviewed for ways to control noise emissions from that machine,

Under this project, only techniques that could be applied to

existing machines were considered, and those noise control

techniques that would involve research and development were

intentionally omitted. Possible controls were recommended from

that llst on the basis of acoustical effectiveness, conformity

with existing operations, safety, and minimal interference with

production.

0
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3. ANALYSIS OF NOISE ASSOCXATED WITH INDIVIDUAL MACHINES

This section presents the analysis of the data obtained

for individual sheet metal shop machinery. The noise emissions

and use patterns of each machine are described. The hazard of

the noise emission is assessed, and noise generation processes

are outlined for those machines whose emissions are hazardous.

Where appropriate, recommendations to control the noise emissions

from a machine are given.

3.1 Band Saw S.N. 057962

Data were obtained for this saw as 18-gauge aluminum,

I/4-in. aluminum, and I/8-in. mild steel were processed. Sound

levels at the operator positions exceed 84 dB(A) only during

"'_' cutting, when sound levels at these positions increase to above

90 dB(A). Sound levels at the operator positions vary as the

workpiece is moved during cutting; the highest values occur when :

the stock is skewed and when pressure is exerted on the

workpieee. Time-averaged noise emissions at the operator

positions are on the order of 97 dB(A) and san vary --+3 dB,

depending on the material being cut and the desired configuration

of the end product. Maximum permissible daily exposure to sounds

at 97 dB(A) is about I hr under the DOD-based criterion. The

band saw is frequently used for more than 1 hr a day and is

occasionally in constant use. This machine is thus considered to !
be a noise hazard, and a noise reduction of about 13 dB at the

operator positions is requlred to satisfy the criterion of '

84 dB(A) for an 8 hr exposure for the constant-use situation.

,D
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Sound levels 6 ft away from the saw blade (by a nearby

workbench) are about 12 dB lower than at the operator's ear

position and thus average about 85 dB(A) during cutting.

However, the area closest to the place where the saw is normally

manned is about 30 ft farther away, and, at that distance,

average sound levels caused by the saw operation are always below

84 dB(A). This machine thus does not cause a noise hazard to

nonoperators in this loeatlonj but could in other industrial

facilities.

Simultaneous 5ape recordings of saw noise emissions and

surface accelerations of the stock and various saw components

indicate that the stock vibration, induced in the workplece by

the repetitive forces applied to the stock by the teeth of the

saw blade, is the principal noise source of the saw. Secondary

noise sources are vibration of the saw blade itself and vibration

of the blade _n/ard and blade guide flx_u_es.

We do not see any practical method to alleviate the noise

hazard of the band saw completely. However, implementation of

the treatments described below can eliminate the hazard on

typical days, when sutton K is performed for no more than three

hours, and ca/% reduce the hazard significantly at other times.

_eeommenda_one

DesIEn and install a transparent noise barrler for the

saw, to be supported by the saw superstructure, to shleld the

operator from sounds directly radiated in his direction from the

stock, blade, and blade _uide and guarding system (see Pig. 3).

The noise barrier must be carefull[ shaped to minimize

interference with the cutting operation. The operator must be

able to see what he is doinE; production cannot be decreased; and
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safety precautions must be observed. Lead/vlnyl strips attached

to the bottom of the shield can ease the potential access

problems.

Design and construct work jigs to support various shapes

and sizes of workpieces. The Jigs should be designed to hold the

stock firmly against the Jig surfaces, which should be covered

with a damping material to absorb much of the vibrational energy

present in the stock as it is beln_ cut.

Since nearby workers are for enough away that their

exposures are less than 84 dB(A), no noise control treatment is

recommended here to protect nearby workers from the noise

emissions of the saw. However, if these workers did incur

excessive exposure from the band saw sounds, we would have

_ recommended isolation of the saw by acoustically lined walls.

The saw supported noise barrier should cost about $500,
: .

which includes costs for materials, fabrication, and

installation. The Jigs should cost about $150 each; most of the

; cost is for clamping hardware and damping materials. The Jigs
_ are simple enough to be fabricated on an as-needed basis for

different stock comflguratlons.

The saw requires one barrier and five Jigs. The total

cost for the recommended treatment is, therefore, $1250.

Once the operators adjust to the treatment, we do not

foresee any production losses from its use.

O
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3.2 Friction Saw S.N. 136-865

Data were obtained for this saw as it was cutting I/4-in.

mild steel. The sound level at the operator location is a fairly

constant 97 dB(A) during cutting (90% of cutting cycle) and about

87 dB(A) when idling (10% of cutting cycle). Sound levels 6 ft

from the saw are 3 dB lower. The friction saw is used for longer

than 1/2 hr a day and may be used constantly on occasions. This

machine is thus considered to be a noise hazard, of similar

magnitude as the band saw, and a noise reduction comparable to

that required for the band saw is needed: 13 dB to satlsfy the

DOD-based criterion.

Simultaneous tape recordings of noise emissions from the

saw and surface accelerations of the stock and various saw

components and close-in acoustical measurements at the idling saw

indicate that the stock vibration is the principal cause of the

measured noise emissions, as it is for the band saw. Secondary

noise sources "are the saw blade and blade guard and guiding

fixtures.

Noise exposures from the friction saw can be reduced by

the introduction of treatments similar to those suggested for the

band saw. Again, we do not see any practical method to alleviate

the noise hazard of the saw completely. The retrofit treatments

will probably be I or 2 dB more effective for the friction saw

than for the band saw. The noise emissions of the friction saw

are governed by higher frequency sounds which can be better

attenuated by these treatments. However, additional care will be

needed in selecting a suitable damping material for the Jigs,

because of the high stock temperatures produced by this saw.

20
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Recommendat_ona

Design and install a transparent noise shield for the

operator similar to the barrier discussed in Ses. 3.1. Combine

that treatment with a work support Jig that will damp the stock

as it is out. These treatments can eliminate the hazard on most

days and can significantly reduce it for days with heavier work

loads.

No treatment is recommended to insulate nearby workers

from the noise emissions of this machine, since they are not

overexposed.

This saw requires one shield and two Jigs; the prices for

the materials are given in Sec. 3.1. The total cost is $800.

3.3 lunch Presses

3.3.1 Manual Punch Press S.N. 102488

Data were obtained for this punch press as it cut and

formed a collar of 16-guage aluminum. The sound level at the

operator position is continuous and below 80 dB(A) while the

press is idling. During stamping, impulsive sounds are

generated, giving rise to peak sound pressure levels of 118 to

122 dB 4 ft in fron_ of the press. At an average peak SPL of 120

dB, about i0,000 impulses each day would be permissible under the

impulse noise criterion. The total running time, including

idling, on this machine is low,* and because each punch requires

*The meter on the side of each manual press suggests that no
manual press has been run for over 700 hrs since its
installation.
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at least one minute of setup - which means the machine is not

producing impulses - this press is not considered a noise hazard

in this shop. Neither is it likely to be one in other shops.

Acceleration measurements on the press ram and die bed of

Press 102488 indicate that peak accelerations exceeding 40 dB

re I g (32 ft/sec 2) occur on these surfaces during punching.

These data indicate that the entire press is set into vibration

during punching, and this vibration causes the sound measured at

4 ft. To reduce the noise of this machine without radically

changing its design requires tha_ the entire press be treated.

The simplest way to do this is to enclose the press by

surrounding it with an acoustical curtain assembly and to

relocate the press controls so that the operator would have to

work the press from outside the enclosure. Noise reduction of at

least i0 dB could be expected from such treatment.

Reeommenda_%ens

Becaus 9 this machine is seldom used, we do not recommend

installation of any noise controls for it at this time.

3.3.2 Punch Press S.N. 102521

Data were obtained for this Bliss 65-ton punch press as

it processed I/8-in. aluminum. The sound level at the operator

position during idling is below 80 dB(A); the predominant noise

emission results from the impact during stamping. The peak SPL

at the operator position is 108 dB. Since the operation is

manual, relatively few impulses are generated. This machine is

not considered a noise hazard, and no noise controls are

recommended at this time.

O
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3.3.3 Numerically Controlled Punch Press S.N. 041100

Data were taken at and around thls machine as it

processed i/8-1n, mild steel. The sound level at the operator

position (by the console) is in the high 70-dB(A) range as the

press idles; the sound is a combination of the whine from the

hydraulic system power unit behind the press and the background

sounds. Periodically, as the machine punches, an impulse that

has a peak SPL of 106 dB is generated at the operator position.

Neither the continuous noise nor the impulsive noises are

considered hazardous in this shop. Workers in industrial shops

may be stationed much closer to the press, however, and some

noise control may therefore be appropriate in those situations.

The impulse sounds originate mainly at the air exhaust behind the

-'_ press, and can be reduced by installing a high quali_y,

commercially available muffler on the pneumatic exhaust. The

power unit noise can be suppressed either by moving the unit to a

remote location or by partially enclosing the unit (leaving only

sufficient openings to allow necessary airflow tO pass through

the enclosure). An effective enclosure would require a lining on

the interior of the enclosure, made of 2-1n. to 3-in.-th!ck

acoustically absorbent material, such as glass fiber blanket

insulation.

Recommsnda_ions

Because of its low hazard potential, no noise control

treatment is recommended here for _hls machine.

©
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3.4 Hand Tools

3.1_.i Angle grinder

DaSa were obtained for this hand tool as it was being

used to finish two kinds of products at the worMbench area in

midshop and a third kind in the grinding room, which is located

on one side of the shop.

The data indicate that operators are exposed to high

level sound, with the levels depending on the material being

worked and on how the tool is used (for example, if an edge or if

a surface is being ground). Measured sound levels at the

operator position are between 97 and 106 dB(A) during grinding.

These levels restrict daily permissible exposure time to between

about 10 and 60 mln under the DOD-based criterion.

Daily grinding time is highly variable but may range from

between 30 mln (minimum, at the workbenches) to 6 hr (maximum, in

She grinding boo_h) per day. Clearly, the grlndlng tools should

be considered hazardous noise sources.

In addition to the noise generated by an individual's

grinding, each operator is further impacted by adjacent

operations, since sound levels in the _everberant field of a

grinding operation are abou$ 85 dB(A). Thus, even when an

operator stops grinding, he may incur some noise exposure from

nearby operations. Compared with industrial grinding operations,

the impact of the noise from neighboring grinding actlvlty is low

in the CSNY shop. Grinding is more intermlttent here and groups

of workers are not always permanently positioned in the grinding

area.

Grinding noise is composed of tool noise (the free-

spinning tool itself generates sound levels of 90 dB(A) at the

0
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operator's ear position) and the more significant workplece

noise. Although tool noise is relatively easy to correct

(mufflers are generally available that fit over the tbol exhaust

ports and attenuate the noise escaping from the ports), the stock

vibrations are more difficult to reduce.

Reeommend_£on8

Retrofit the i00 grinding tools with commercially

available mufflers. The mufflers cost about $i0 each and each

can be installed in mlnutes. The total cost for this treatment

is about $i000.

•Provide a Stock-support system. Workpleces can be

securely supported,, and stock can be rested on materials that can

-_' absorb some of.the vibrational energy. Beds of sand have been

used for this purpose. The anticipated benefit is on the order

of 3 to 5 dB nolse reductlon, The cost is about $I00 each; five

are needed. The cost would be $500. Also provide damping

blankets so that the stock can be partly covered during

grinding. Damping materials or heavy blankets can be used to

cover the unworked stock surface. The anticipated benefit is 5

to 7 dB noise reduction. The damping blankets will cost about

$50 each; 15 are needed, so this cost will be about $750.

Schedule all grinding operations that will last longer

than 2 hrs in the grinding room. In this room, install

individual workstation booths, such as shoWn in Fig. 4. We

anticipate that 7 to I0 dB of noise reduction can be achleved

with this treatment. The individual booths should be fitted with

a counterbalanced transparent front cover that shields the

operator from sound comlnK directly from the stock. The operator

should be able to lift the cover out of the way, so that he can

25
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.LtFTABLE AND
TRANSPARENT
COUNTERBALANCED
FRONT COVER

, f"_ WORK1
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m|_"SIOE OF BOOTH
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PERFORATED SHEET

METAL 2_LININOOFACOUSTICALLY
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NOTE:VENTILATS SOOTH AS NEEDED.
WRAP ACOUSTICAL LININ_ IN | MiL THICK PLASTIC FILM TO PROTECT AGAINST
INFILL OF METAL PARTICLE

FIG. 4. GRINDING WORKSTATION BOOTH. !
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have access to the interior of the booth. The booth should be

acoustically lined and should be sufficiently large _o

accommodate the stock sizes normally processed. We estimate the

cost for such a booth at about $2500.

The total cost for these recommended treatments is about

$4750. We see some minor production loss causedby use of the

treatments, mainly from the time spent on reposltloning blankets,

3.4.2 Pneumatic drills

Data were obtained for this hand tool as it was operating

in muffled and unmuffled modes. A sound level of 80 dB(A) was

recorded for the former, and 93 dB(A) for the latter. Clearly,

mufflers should be installed on all air drills.

3.4.3 Router

The router is used to finish- products called "polyblocks"

in the nuclear area of the shop. Data were obtained at the i
operator position of this tool during normal processing and as it

was run in the free-splnnlng mode outside the portable booth in

which it is normally used. i

In the normal operating mode, the operator is exposed to

between i00 dB(A) and Ii0 dB(A), wlth an average exposure of

about 106 dB(A). These levels pose a significant hazard to the

operator for long periods of exposure; in fact, under the DOD-

based criterion the daily permissible exposure to such levels is

less than 13 min. Since the router is used constantly on

occasion, its operation is hazardous here and probably in other

shops as well.

0
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Sound levels outside the operator booth during normal

operations are considerably lower than those inside, averaging 87

dB(A) at 18 ft in front (open end) of the booth and Just under 85

dB(A) at 18 ft behind the booth.

Data obtained when the router was free-splnning indicate

that the tool itself emits a continuous level of 97 dB(A) at the

operator position. These emissions, caused by a combination of

internally generated sounds escaping out of the casing openings

and by vibration of the tool casings, are apparently overshadowed

by the sounds caused by induced workplece vibration when the tool

is being used. Thus, although the tool could be quieted by

vlbrationally isolating and damping the tool casing and by

installing a specially designed muffler to attenuate the escaping

internal sounds, the usefulness of these efforts will be limited

by the noise of the vibrating stock.

Workplece vibration can be reduced by:

i. Using a different work support system that constrains

the stock from vibrating and that damps the vibrations (such as a

sandbed on to which the stock is firmly secured).

2. Covering the unworked surfaces with a heavy, llmp,

flexible blanket.

The noise reduction obtained by either of these methods

is not very amenable to prediction, but a reasonable expectation

for each method is about 5 dB. The reduccion could possibly be

as much as 8 dg if both procedures are used. Treating the tool

itself may provide an additional I or 2 dB of noise reduction.

To reduce noise exposure further, it is necessary to rethink the

polyblock construction process, so that some of the work

performed by the router can either be done at an earlier stage in

the product construction (for example, when the polyblock

©
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surfaces are not yet Joined together) or be eliminated completely

(for example, by eliminating welding).

Nearby worker exposures will be reduced in proportion to

the reductions at the operator position if the above treatments

are attempted. However, the exposure of nearby workers can also

be reduced by improving the acoustical performance of the

existing booth. An acoustical curtain could seal the front of

the booth, which is now open. Similar material could be used to

seal the gaps in the booth along its perimeter. Containment of

router sounds to inside a special booth, as is the case in the

CNSY shop, is recommended for other shops with router noise

problems.

Recommendations

Install the booth treatment, the work support systems,

and the _o91 treatments described above. We estimate costs for

these treatments at about $1100.

Some operator inconvenience should be anticipated because

the tool treatments will make the router larger and slightly

heavier, and because additional time will be required to secure

the stock properly with the new work support system.

3.5 Square Shears

Data for each shear were collected for operational modes

in which no metal was cut and in which several kinds and sizes of

metal were cut, Acoustical data were taken at the operator

position, around the periphery of the machine, and close-ln to

suspected noise sources. In addition, acceleration measurements

were made on various machine surfaces.
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Each of the three shears grouped together at one end of

the shop produces fairly similar sounds. Each shear is quiet

(under 70 dB(A) close-ln) when it is idling, but each also

produces one or more hlgh-lntenslty, brief noise impulses when it

cycles. Because the sounds are impulsive, tape-recorded data

were made, and the recordlngs were reduced in the laboratory to

make possible the determination of peak SPLs and the time

histories of the impulses. Results indicate that the highest

peak SPLs for each shear occur durln E the clamping phase of the

duty cycle, when the holddow_ clamps slam down on the work

surface. Results further Indloate that the peak SPLs of each

shear at any position are generally independent of the material

heine processed. In fact, the SPLs are as hIEh even if no

ma_erlal is heine processed. Table 1 summari=es the flndlnEs.

f-A
TABLE i. SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 0P SQUARE SHEARS

Peak SPL at Peak SPL 30 ft
Shear No. Operator Position from Center of Shears

102503 120 108

102504 !27 112

127987 121 104

The hazard caused by the shears is related both to the

number of impulsive sounds that occur and the intensity of these

sounds. Table 2 lis_s the maximum permissible number of impulses

for the peak SPLs lls_ed in Table i for the operator position.

©
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TABLE 2. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF IMPULSES FOR PEAK SPLe
OF SHEARS

Shear No. Peak SPL Allowable No. Impalsese

102503 120 i0,000

102504 127 2,000

127987 121 8,500

*These allowable impulses are based on the
criterion discussed in Section 2.1.

Shear No. 102504 is the most critical noise offender, and

its operator is most impacted by the noise. However, estimates

of the number of cuts indicate that no more than i000 cuts are

made daily for all three shears on normal days; thus, even Shear

No. 102504 does not constitute a noise hazard. During the

occasions when the shears may be operated continuously, we

calculate that as many as 15,000 impulses could be anticipated;

then a noise hazard for any of the shear operators will be

present. This number also represents the approximate upper limit

of production for any shear in any shop.

Data indicate that peak SPLs drop off at approximately

6 dB/doubling of distance from the shears. Therefore, other

workers who spend little time in this area would not experience a

noise hazard, even when the shears were operated continuously.

In industrial shops, where operations are in closer proximity,

other workers could be noise impacted bF shear operations.

Under the impulse noise criterion used here, the maximum

pea/_ SPL should not exceed 118 dB for 15,000 daily impulses. A

noise reduction of UP to 9 dB may be called for each shear in

this shop. In shops where several shears may be in simultaneous

and continuous operation, additional noise reduction may be

31-
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necessary because of the combined influence of the individual

machines. (In these cases, additional noise reduction could be

provided by isolating the individual machines with partitions.)

The mechanism of generation of the audible impulses is

not fully understood at this time; however, the data clearly show

that the noise impulses are intimately associated with the action

of the holddown clamps. Thus, peak SPLs can be reduced by

softening the blows delivered by the clamps.

Although we have indicated that the major noise source on

each source is the holddown clamps, other noise sources exist.

On the Lodge the Shipley shear (No. 127987), a pneumatic system

is used to drive the clutch and operate the brake. Twice during

each duty cycle, slr is exhausted through an unmuffled pipe

-_, behind the shear. Peak SPLs near this exhaust are almost as

intense as the clamping noise. This pipe should be muffled with

a commercially available exhaust muffler.

Other secondary noise sources on each shear include the

sounds of the clutch engaging and the clutch pin striking its

stop. These noises can be reduced by redesigning the clutch

mechanism, but this work is not considered necessary at this

time, as the peak SPLs at the operator position from these

actions are at least 18 dB below that of the major noise sources.

Rooommenda_ions

Muffle the exhaust pipe on Shear No. 127987. The cost

for the muffler is about $50.

Purchase and install for evaluation a holddown clamp

retrofit kit for one of the shears. The two manufacturers of :he

shears used in the shop have "retrofit kits" available. The kit

0
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allows the clamps to be more gently lowered onto the work surface

before shearing. Telephone conversations with the manufacturers

indicate that a noise reduction of 8 to i0 dB can be achieved by

this method. The cost is about $1000 per machine, plus

installation. The installed cost for one kit should be no more

than about $2000.

Design, procure, and install for evaluation a series of

softer holddown clamp cushions. The cost for each cushion is

about $40; I0 cushions arc needed for each shear. The total cost

(including installation) is then about $500 for each shear.

The estimated total cost for the noise control treatment

for the three shears is approximately $7550.

We anticipate no interference with normal operations from

these treatments.

O
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3.6 Nibblers

3.6.1 Nibbler No. 105238

Data, taken for this machlne as it processed I/4-1n. mild

steel, included acoustical measurements at the operator position

and at a 10-ft distance from the machine and acceleration

measurements on the stock and nibbler surfaces. Noise emlsslons

of this machine consist of a series of rapidly occurring

impulses. Because of this rapid succession, the emissions are

treated in this discussion as if they were continuous.

Sound levels at the operator position average 93 dB(A)

and about I0 dB less at a iO-ft distance when the nibbler is

cutting metal; the levels are no higher than background sound

levels when the machine idles. These high sound levels limit an

_ operator's permissible exposure to 2 hrs of cutting a day under

the DOD-based criterion.

Analysis of the data indicates that the recorded sound

levels are caused almost entirely by vibration of the stock,

which is set into vibration by the repeated impacts of the

cuttlng tool and by the repeated slapping of the stock against

the table surface.

Z
Resommend_on8 i

Noise emissions can be reduced at the source by: :_

I. Preventing the stock from "ringing" (by applying i

damping to the stock as it is cut)

2. Preventing or cushioning the stock slap.

Both types of reduction can be achieved by modifying the

stock holddo_n system. Work can be supported on a Jig that

0
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provides a cushion (such as neoprene) between the stock and the

table and also provides a layer of sheet damping material between

the stock and the bledown to the Jig. We would expect at least a

5-dB noise reduction from this treatment. He obtained thia

decrease at the shop by the simple application of a layer of

magnetlcally backed damping material to the mild steel as it was

worked. The damping material did not affect the stock slap.

Noise exposures for this machine could also be reduced by

devising an alternative _ethod of feeding stock into the

machine. At present, the operator holds the stock and applies

leverage to it by pushing with one hand and pulling with the

other. When this action is inadequate, the operator uses a vise-

grip be grasp the side of the stock he pulls. In this procedure,

the operator's ears are positioned quite close to the principal

.._ noise source. Alternatively, a longer lever arm could be used.

Provide the operator with a speelally made tool that he can use

to grasp the stock while standing 2 or 3 ft farther from the

machine. An additional noise reduction of Z to 8 dB is possible

using this approach, depending on the length of the tool. _ne

estimated cost for both of these treatments is about $500. Once

the operator has become accustomed to the treatment, no loss of

production should occur.

3.6.2 Nibbler No. 129366

Data were taken for this machine as it processed I/4-!n.

aluminum. Noise emissions come from a source of rapidly

occurring impulses; these emissions are also treated Ks if they

were a continuous noise.

Sound levels at the operator position average about

85 dB(A) during cutting. _nerefore, the emissions do not

0
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constitute a noise hazard. In addition, because the operation is

automatic - the stock is fed by a rachet-drlven arrangement on

the machine - the operator can position himself farther away from

the machine or be shielded from it, if desirable.

Recommendations

No noise control treatment is recommended for the machine

at this time.

3.7 Belt Sander No. 141547

Data were obtained for this grinding machine as it idled

and as it processed material. The noise emissions are continuous

and range from 92 dB(A) (at the operator position) during Idle to

z-_ 102 dB(A) when the coarser sanding belt is used. Sound levels

6 ft from the machine, at positions that could be Occupied by

other workers in the grinding room, are about 7 dB lower than at

the operator position. According to the DOD-based criterion,

this machine presents a noise hazard to the operator on days when

it is operated for mere than about 30 mln a day.

Analysis of the data indicates that the high-level idling

noise originates at the slave pulley, where a combination of

irregularities on the contact surfaces of the sanding belt and

imperfections in the slave pulley bearings set the slave pully

and its guard into hlgh-frequency vibration. The operating noise

originates at the stock/belt interface, where both the belt and

stock are set into vibration during contact.

D
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Recommendation8

Enclose the entire sander with a free standing

construction made with sufficient access panels for machine

maintenance and inspection. Furnish the enclosure with recessed

twin openings in the front facing of the box for working stock,

with the openings sized so that the belts protrude through the

front facing with minimal clearance (see Fig. 5). Line the

interior surface of the enclosure with minimum 2-1n.-thlek

acoustically absorbent material, protected with a l-mll thick

loose fitting wrapping of plastic film (Mylar or Tedlar) to

prevent infi!l of the acoustical material with metal particles.

Furnish the enclosure with a small ventilation unit to provide

cooling for the unit.

_-_ The enclosure treatment should provide about a 7- to

10-dB reduction in sound levels at the operator position during

sanding; the reductions should be even greater when the machine

is at Idle. Such a noise reduction will eliminate the noise

hazard of the sander to other workers and triple to quadruple the

permitted working time for sander operators. Although this

concept may appear cumbersome, this type of treatment has worked

successfully on other sanders.

The estimated cost for such a treatment is about $3000.

The maintenance time required for the sander will increase, as

more time will be needed to dismantle and replace sections of the

enclosure.

S.8 Abrasive Cutoff Saw

Data were obtained for this machine during our initial

visit as it cut 2-in. x 2-in, x I/4-1n. mild steel an_le iron,

©
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MINIMIZE CLEARANCE i

RECESSED AREA FOR

MAHtPULA'rlNG _TOCK

WORK5uPPoR'rEURFACE ,,

1

i

NOTE z IN_IOE OF FNCLOeURE LINED WITH 2" THICK ACOU_TICALLY AR$ORBENT MATERIAL

LOOSELY WRAPPED IN I MIL 'rHtOK PLASTIC TO PROTECT AGAINST INFILI. OF METAL PARTICLES

FIr .̀ 5. BELT BANDER ENCLOSURE (DETAIL OF MACHINE WORK AREA).

©
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This machine was subsequently replaced with a quieter unit, which

was measured on BBN's next visit as it cut the same material.

The sound levels at the operator position for the original saw

ranged from 97 to 105 dB(A) during the 10-sec cutting period and

momentarily reached as high as 106 dB(A) during the air release

associated with operation of the saw. Average sound levels for a

20-see cutting cycle were about 98 dB(A). Sound levels outside

the saw booth were 13 dB lower. Sound levels at the operator

position of the new saw are lower, ranging from 90 dB(A) to

94 dB(A) (average, 92 dB(A)) during cutting. No pneumatic system

is used with the new saw.

The operation of the old saw represented a noise hazard

to the operator when the total cutting time exceeded I/2 hr. the

new saw is run too infrequently to be hazardous.

Analysis of measurements of noise emissions near the

various components of the two saws show clearly that the

principal noise source is blade vibration during cutting. The

new saw is quieter because the blade is smaller and it turns more

slowly. Secondary noise sources include stock vibration during

cutting and, in the case of the older saw, the unmuffled

pneumatic exhaust.

Reeommsnds_onB

No noise control treatment is recommended for the machine

at this time.

3.9 Noise Sources Outside the CNSY Sheet Metal Shop

The CNSY shop is impacted by operations in the adjacent

shops. In particular, operation of a chipping ha_Jner in the shop
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bordering the CNSY shop along the long common wall causes sound

levels measured in the mid-80-dB(A) range throughout the CNSY

shop. Although these intrusive sounds are not considered a

hazard under the DOD-based criterion, they do represent a source

of irritation and annoyance to shop personnel.

The intruding sounds can be significantly attenuated by

sealing off all the windows on the wall common to the two

shops. Virtually any impervious material, such as sheet metal,

can be used, and it need not be lined with absorbent material,

However, leaks along the perimeter of the applied material should

be eliminated by using either caulking material or gasketlng.

The benefits of such treatment will depend primarily on

the reduction in open (window) area of the wall: Each halving of

,_-_ open area yields about 3 dB of reduction in intruding sounds.

Thus, only 3 dB could be expected if half the windows were

treated. An improvement of only 3 dB would be barely

detectable, Three-fourths of the windows would require treatment

to ob$aln a 6-dB improvement, seven-elghths to get 9 dB, and

flfteen-slxteenths to get 12 dB.

Recommendations

No treatment is recommended; however, if it is desired to

reduce the intrusive noise to a point approaching the background

sound level in the CNSY shop, then the entire window area of the

wall requires treatment.

3.10 Summary

Table 3 summarizes the recommendations and the estimated

costs for each of the machines for which treatment is

recommended.

©
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TABLE3. SUMMARYOF RECOMMENDATIONSAND ESTIMATEDCOSTAND BENEPITBY MACHINE

.MACHINE RECOMMENDATION COST BENEFIT

BandSaw S.N,057962 Transparentnoisebarrier $1250 5 dB
(Figure3)

Damp Stnck

FrictionSaw Transparentnoisebarrier S 800 6 dB
S.N.136-865 (Figure3)

Damp Stock

ManualPunchPress Dueto usagethismachine -
S,N.10248B isneta problem

PunchPress Duetousagethismachine -
S,N.fOE521 isnota problem

Numerically Controlled This press is no longer
PunchPress intheshop
S,N.O4110O

r-- AngleGrinder Mufflerson exhaust $4750 5 to 8 dB
Stocksupportsystem (lO to IB dB
DampingBlankets ingrinding
Workstationbooths(Figure4) room

PneumaticDrills Mufflerson exhaust 5 to 8 dB

Router Operator'sbooth $11OO 5tolOdB
Stock support system
Tooltreatment

SquareShears Muffleexhauston S,N.127987 $7550 B to IO dB
S.N.I02503 Installholddown clampkit
S.N.102504 and softerclampcushions
S.N.127987

Nibblers Modifystockholddownsystem $ 500 5 to 8 dB
S.N.105238 Modifystock feed tool

$.N.129366 Netaproblem -

BeltSander Totalenclosurewithmaintenance $3000 7 to I0 dB
$.N. 141547 and stockopenings(Figure5)

AbrasiveCutoffSaw Althoughthe old sawwas a -
problem, it has been replaced
and the new saw is quieter
and not a problem

©
Chippingoperations Not a noisehazard. Sealing-off
in shops adjacent of thewalls betweenthe
toShop17 offendingshopandShop17can

reduce the annoyance of these
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4. EQUIPMENT DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS

Data and conclusions for each equipment type studies in

this project are summarized in this section. Each even-numbered

page contains a description of a particular machine. The upper

part of each even-numbered page has a photograph of the machine

and a sketch describing the measurement locations. The center of

each page describes noise emissions for the operation of that

machine, on an hourly basis (if the equipment generates a

continuous sound) or on a peak sound pressure level basis (if the

equipment generates impulses). Allowed exposures are given for

three criteria: the DOD criterion (84 dB(A), 4 dB doubling), the

OSHA regulation (90 dB(A), 5 dB doubling), and the EPA

reco_nended criteria (85 dB(A), 3 dB doubling). The bottom of

some of these pages contains a time history plot of the time-

_ varying sound levels.

The odd-numbered page summarizes the results of the da_a

analysis, including a synopsis of the equipment's impact on

personnel, the noise sources on the machine, alternatives for

quieting the machines, our recommendations, and the estimated

cost a_d benefit. Octave band plots of particularly important

measurements are also contained on some of these pages.

©
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DATA AND CONCLUSIONS

FOR EQUIPMENT TYPES

©
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BANDSAW057962 I
DO-ALLMODEL36-3 saw I

C),@ ®

,
ACOUSTIC0A13_

MEASUREMENTROSlT_ONS
(PLANVLEW)

GUARO_,_GULO EFRONT ELEVATION WITH BLADE
COVERS LIFTED ® @._ _--m_ol.

ACCELERATIONDATA
MEASUREMENTPOSITIONS
{DE"TAILOFBLADeAREA}

Hourly Exposure
(% AIlowed) Typical Maximum

...... I Operator _ermissible
• J ypoT i al Noise Operational

Operator Nearest Usett Exposure Time
Criterion Position (I)* Workert (Hr) (% Allowed) (Min)

DOD 93 IIIL >1 >100 65

EPA 215 NIL >i >10O 28
OSHA 28 _IiL >i >i00 2!h

: *Assumes continuous use of saw.
%A_p_oxima_e!? 30 ft _way.

T%Es=imated from discussions with shop personnel.

11o,.* _ .... _ .-,

_C:I_V" ,.;_-,.-_..-_,.
os .=--..... /_-z .... _..... /.............. ..... ,

_S.L ] '0,., j

TIME HISTORY OF BAND SAW SOUND LEVELS

I AT OPERATOR POSITION (_)

!
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BAND SAW 057962
DO-ALL MODEL 36-3

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: Machine hazardous to operator when used more than
65 min per day

NOISE SOURCES: Primary - Stock vibration,

Secondary- Blade vibration, blade guard vibration, and
blade guide vibration.

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: Redesign blade.
Damp stock,
insar_ noise shield,
Combination of above.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Design and install noise barrier; design and ins:all
jig that damps stock.

EXPECTED BENEFIT: Minimum _-d.Bdecrease in average noise emission at
operator position, and corresponding minimum doubling
of maximum _ermlssib!e operational +.ime.

EXPECTED COST: $1250 9er saw

POSI

PGS1wl _AKESMIFI"
2 • "_' • • SMI£LO ;!

('IV) SH$£LD & OAMPLNG
u.I "w,....,..CE
a. ?o

z

DO-ALLBANDSAW 0_7962 [m WORKNGON t/B"MILO STEEL B

60 I I I I I I
63 120 250 500 I_0 2000 400(} 8000

OCTAVEBANDCENT_'RFREQUEN_'(Hz)

SOUNDPRESSURELEVELSATOPERATORPOSITION(POE.1)
OFDO-ALLBANDSAW
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TANNEWITZ FRICTION SAW
136865

@ ®
I , 6,W t

PLAN vIEW

 o"o3 j14I gUlOl_

////1/1/H/1/1//////tasks
F"RQNTELEVATION' DETAIL.ATBLAD_ AREA

Measurement POsitions (circled numbers r_"
indicate acoustic data; circled letters
indicate acceleration Qata).

Hourly Exposure Typical Maximum
(% Allowed) Operator 'PermlssibIe

' ' Typical Noise Operational
Operator Nearest Use,_'_. Exposure Time

Criterion Position (I)" Workert (Hr) (_ Allowed) (Min)

DOD 92 NIL >½ >46 I 63

I

_A z82 _zL >_ I >91 (. 33
OSKA 30 NIL >_ ] >15 1 200

_Ass_es aon_i_ous use of s_w,

_proxi_tely BOft away,
_s_im_ted from discussions with shop _ereor_el,

SOUNDLEVELS ARE CONSTANT
9?dBA AT OPERATORPOSITION
DURING C'UTTING

(L:;:,I)
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TANNEWITZ FRICTION SAW
136865

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: ._ehlne ha=erdow :o operator whe,_used lon_er +.h_
65 = per day.

NOISE SOURCE: Prizary - Stock vibration.

8econd_.--J--81a_e vibration, blade _mrd "Mbra:ion, aid
blade guide v_brntion.

I POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: .Redesignblade.
DaQ_ s_oc.k.

! _nser: noise shield.
Comblaa_ion of above.

; RECOMMENDATIONS: Design and i_sta// noise b_rier; desi_ and inst_a//
;. jig tha: da_s st_ck.

EXPECTEDBENEFIT: ._/nl=_=6-43 decrease _a average noise e=_ssion at
ogerator position, sad corr.eslmsdlogminimum doubling
of _u= 9e_--is_ibleoperational tLue.

EXPECTED COST: S800. per sav.

lie

CUTTING4/4"_1L0STEELAT?SO0 pm
i OPERATORPOSITION
(_ --'" IDLINGS FROMBLACEGUIOE

leO! __-- SP4ATOPENATORPO$1TIONCURINGCUTTING,
m I ATTRIBUTABt.I[TOSTOCKAOCEL,£RATIONS I /t i.e

ITANNEWITZFRICTIONSAW156865 I _ .

bJ PO_ITION _ j,.w_ .._.If

¢ 80

_ POSITIONI "_$

e_ R5 2_0 500 _000 2000 _000 _000

OCTAV_BANDCEMTERFREOuENcY(MI)

SOUNDPRESSURELEVELSATOP_TORPOSITIONAND
N_R 8LADIGUIDEOFFRICTIONSAN

©
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FERRACUTE PRESS
102488

. PLANVIEW

FRONTE_EVATION (_ ('_

////////////////
ELEVATION V{EW

Measuremen_Positions(circlednumbers
indicateac_us:i¢da_a;circledle_ers
indicateaccelerationdata).

Peak SPL at OperatorPosition= i18 dB
SoundLevela: OperatorPosition
BetweenPunches= Ambient

HaximumI Punch/Hfn(approximately)

_8
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FERRACUTE PRESS
102488

IMPACT ASSZSSMENT: Machine nob a hazard here; nob likely a h:zard in other
shops.

NOISE 80URC£: Vi_rz_len of _ress frame.

POSSIBLE MITIGATION T£CHNIQUES: Enclose press, r_loca_lug press eonSrol.

RECOMMENDATION: No noise son:ro!s are reeo::emaea for Sbls machine.

,i 0
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BLISS PRESS
102521

MEASUREMENT
F=OSITIONS

FRONTELEVATION

PEAK SPL ATOPERATOR
POSITION=108dR
MAXIMUM I PUNCH/MIN
(ESTIMATE0)

CIJ
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BLISS PRESS
102521

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: Maehlne net a h_¢awd he_e; not iikeZy a b_=_d in o_her
_hops,

RECOMMENDATION: _c noise controls a_e _econ:nendedfor th_s m_chine.

l

21
i
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WID6MATIC A-30
N/CPRESS04100

............. _ eDT3,

,,

(D MEASUREMENTPOSITIONS
DIAGONALVIEW

POWERUNIT

• Peak SPL at operator position-
106 dB

. Sound level between punches at
operator position • 75 to 79 dOA

. Maximum 7 punches/lO sec

32
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WIDEMATIC A-30
N/CPRESS04100

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: Machine not a ._=_ _t this Zoe_Clnn, bu_; could
con_rlbu_e _o high noise e.T_csuresin.merecrowded
faei!iCies.

COGENT: ._cwe.-_tultwhine can be m/tiga_ed by using a lined _ez'Cia.Z
enclosure (see _e.TC). Lxhaus_ air Lm_ulse e_.ube _/tigated
by uslng a high _u_!iC7 e.xhaus_muffler.

R_COMMENDATION: _Ionoise controls are reco_uended fcr _his _-_chlne
in this faei!i_y.

©
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HAND-HELD PNEUI ATIC
EQUIPMENT

•,r,

r,

i., " " "' ";i_'', " WORKBENCH

p !'

ROC;X_ELL_"I:)t$_GRINDER MEASU REI'AENT
POSITIONS

. • . " i_ ¸
.... • •'i

6P DRILL

HourlyExpOsure Naximum
{% A13ow,ed) Typica_ Permlsslb_e

_,"n-_eGrinder" Grinder Grinder
OperatorPosition Typical Operator Operational

Exposure TimeDril_t Use Of
Work Grinding Operator Grinder (_;Allowed) , (Min)

'Criterion Benches Room Posi%ion (Hr),_e Booth Room Booth Room

POD Z3O 1_2 _ _ 520 T_B _6 _._
.:I,A _oo _o _%1_ _ Z2OO Z9_O _o _.3
051_ _'0 _I _ _' 160 20_' l_O _

•A_su_es con_inuou_o_er_=io_of _oo_.
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HAND-HEllPNEUMATIC
EQU IPMENT

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: A=_le Grimder - Tool hazardous to operstor snd to aes_by
war.kers.

Drill --Tool not hazardous ".'henmuffler is iszaet, but

is .h_za_dmus_.Qopera,or when it is u_uff!ed.

,'|OISESOURCE:A=_lcGrader
_"_$ --Stock '_.bration.
Scoot.davy--Tool noise

Drill
Tool moise (w.thmu%.... )

POSSIBLEMITIGATIONTECHNIQUES:_le O_inder
Ag_ly d_pi_g/hl_-_.etstc stoe_-.
._ovi_e dam;e_ stock supper',.
Use glovebcxes.

, Use booths.
Drill
, Msi_a/n mufflers.

RECOMMENDATIONS: L_s_aAZ ¢omme_ciall7availsble mufflers on _ sir =oo!s.
._rovldeds.m._e_stock sup_cr_,syszez _ad damping blankets

r-, at each "_orkbench. Schedule all Isn_-ter= ATizdin_ opera-
tions for com_le,,ionin the ._rese_t_riadizg r_cm. Lus_al!
in_iv__iua!work booths Lu _he _..n.--_ room,

EXPECTEDBENEFIT:A _- to 8-_S_educ;ion of average noise emissions at
o_ers_or _osltions s_ wor.kbenchstations, a iS- to 15-dE
reduction ia gr.i_di_groom. Ha=ari "-'_- _•...ua_._ eli..ni_nated.

EXPECTED COST: $10 ._ermuffler, _I00 per stock sum_or_, S_O per blanks-.,
and S_500 _er work_oo_h.

eo

I I 1 I I

.
_ ao

_4UrR.ERnr_IcvC" _W

?o NORMAL.OPERATIO,_ /
%.

I_ 2_0 _OO I000 _ooe 4000 8000
OCTAVE_ANOCENT_'RFREQUENCY(H:)

SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 5 FT FROM AIR DRILL

5.=
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STANLEYROUTER
MODEL82902

_,,_,__, ® ,8' BOQ,N ,a' @

:._ _LEVATtONV_E_OF ROUT)NGAR;'A

OATA ALSO

TAKEN Ot_

• CA_ING

ROUT;'R{_";'AILMEASUREMENTPOSITIONS

i ........... , .... ; '. =1¢]i

! {_ ,;l)owll) _TtO1Gal } :lo_t iqrmlllt_lt

ic-_ , .,,._.._...-_-_,-._..:._._._

.--'" ..:-_.........
B_ .....

.sOS

}-_o,.-;

TIM_"HISTORYOF ROUTINGSOUNDL_.VELS
OPERATORPOSITION
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STAI.ILEYROUTER
MODEL 82902

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: Tool hazardous to both Operators and nearby personnel.

NOISE SOURCES: Primnry - $=o_ vibr_=ion

SecondaA-/--Tool noise and tool vibra=ion.

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: _or o._er_tors
Desi_ _d install d_ped s_ock
su;poz_ sys=em.
Cover unworked ._ar_,sof s=ock with
hes'_/blsnket.

• Ch_ge fi_ishi_'_9roced'ure",omlni_ize
use of rou_er.

• Vibrazionclly isols_e rou_er eas_-_g.
• Design an_ ino_ rou_er muf_.er.

For nearby workers
• Close off present booth omealags -_ud s_

_sous_Ical abso:_ion _,oizaer surfaces i

of booth.
.-_ RECOMMENDATIONS: Desi_ _C L%'_lemen:bcozh modification .ieoig=s,_-J_i

ins_aJ.1_mpe,_ work su;_oz',syste=s. Dove!oreamd install
=col moci!fi-.s_!ooe.

EXPECTEDBE_tEFIT: ZM,=in_',ionof tool moise he.Za,Id:o oesrby ,;orkers. A
_- :0 i0-4_ re_uetio= in _,oolnoise e--,Ission,wil_ OCC_L_
;ro%'Idi=g_uadr_pllng of maximum ;er--issibleo.cer_-:icna!

EXPECTEDCOST: 3llOO per rou=er s_a=ion.

u_

" .... / ,,,.,,.,,.o,<,,X J

!D ROUTERSOUND PRESSURELEVELS

57
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CINCINNATI SQUARE SHEARS
102503

I I
Z////////////I///)/

FRONT _'LEVATION

FRONTVIEW T (_

e.e,_e ® '_"

' i 0 ® Ta°'

PLAN VIEW

Measurement Posi¢ions (circled numbers
indicate acoustical data; ¢_rcled
letters indicate acceleration data).

PEAK SPLAT OPERATORPO_ITION = 1200B
PEAK SPL 30' AWAY¢108dB
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CINCINNATI SQUARE SH=J.RS
102503

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: '4ao.hine haz_r_otts _o ouera_;or vhe_ Ib is oper_bed a_
m_-_'c_=_r_=e ._or=or._ =ha_ _-112 _/da_.

NOISE SOURCES: Pr_n_/ -CZangl=_ action.

Secoac'Lsry -- C!u_ch and clutch _in e=ga_:emeB=.

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHHIQUES: Redesl_-_e!am._drive syste._.
Redesigu elaa9 eush_on_,
RedesiEn clamp hydr_ullc sys_e-_.

• Redesign ela_ system.
Make use of available retrofi_ ki_s.
_ee a combla-._ionof above.

RECOMMENDATIONS: _s_al! re=rofi_ ki_, and design and instal! :_eoprene
clsa9 cushion.

EXPECTED BENEFIT: An B- =o 10-43 reduc_ioa of _esk SPLs; shesr no longer
hazard.

EXPECTEDCOST: $25oo.
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CINCINNATI SHEARS
102504

I®a°e,
///I/III/I/H//////

FRONT ELEVATION

REAR VIEW

r°
eMEARS I_ ._

PLAN VIEW

FRONTVIEW

Measurement Positions (circ)ed numbers
indicate acous=ical data; circled
letters indicate acceleration data),

PEAK -,_PL AT OPERATOR POSITIONS • 127 dB
PEAK SP/30' AWAY=I12dB

6O

..... •4:..-- !T'_H_ ' "/_5 _•
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CINCINNATI SHEARS
102504

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: :-lac_inebazs.rdous=o o.=er_=_r"_he_i_ _-s=.ner-_t_da_.
ma.xi:_: ra_e for more the-u --i[_.._--/C:-7.

NOISE SOURCES: ._ri--a.r7-C1am_lag aa=io_.

$eoondar.j--Clutch a_d o!u_.=h_in engagement.

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: Redesign o!a=p drive sysze=.
Redesi_a clamp eushlons,
Redesie_ c1_ b;Zdraulicsystem.
Redesi@n ol_up system.
Make use of _vailah!e retrofit kits.
Use a oamhina=ion of above.

RECOMMENGATIONS: .Zas=sllretrofit kit, _nd design _nd install neo._rene
clamp cushion.

EXPECTED BENEFIT: An 8- to i0-_3 reduction of pe_k SPLs: shear uo !onger
a hazard.

£XPECTEn COST: _asoo.

©
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LODGE & SHIPLY SHEAR
127987

I.... TAB&,I _0

ELEVATION VI_'W

FRONT V,_'W (_'T¢ I '?

.... SMEARS

RF=.AR VIEW PLAN VI[W -

Measur_m';'n-_PositionsIClro_e_numbers
indicaceacousticalda_a;circled
lettersindicateaccelration_ata),

B_At(.SP_ AT OPERATOR P_)SlTION = J2J OB
PEAK SPL 30 AWAY = tO4dB
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LODGE & SHIPLY SHEAR
127987

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: :,Iaehi=eis h_zardous to operator vhen it !_ ogera_ed
_ msc¢im_ r_te for mot_. than _ _,,'day.

NOISE SOURCES: P-'_I -c!a._.g ace!on.

Seeon_ --Clutch acd c!u_eh 91n engagement _n_ air exhaust.

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: Redesign ele_ drive system.
Re_eei_ clang cushlons.
Redesign elam_ hydraulic system.
Redesign e!_mp system.
._ke use of av_ail_bleretrofit kite.
Use _ com_inatioa of above.

i
i

RECOMMENDATIONS: ZastaAl re_refit kit; design em_ ias_all neoprene e!_
I cushion; lost_a!lexhaust mudD.e_.

," EXPECTED BENEFIT: An 8- co 10-43 reduction of _es.kSPLs; shear no lea_er
i sbaaed.

1 EXPECTED COST: Sz550.

©
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NIBBLER
105238

ACCELERATION
D_TAALSOTAKEN I0'
ONa"P0CKAND
WORKTABLE

MEASUREMENTLOCATIONS

SlOE VIEW

Hourly Exposure Maximum
Typical Permissib]e

(% Allowed) Typical Operator Operational
Operator Use Exposure Time

Criterion Position (I)* I0 ft Away (Hr) (% Allowable) - (Min)

DOD 50 IC_! 3 l_O :1.20
._?.A 79 NZL 3 237 76
OSIIA !9 N-_- 3 _T 3.].6

_Ass%_es oo_i.nuo_s c,_'._g on _ehi_e.
+Es_med _2om Ciscussions "_'i_hshop person=el.

PROCESSING1/4" MILDSTEEL

-._. L
100

90 .:-.l)!)'.?_'_,if',,.&r'q'__,_./ r . _...,,::,..,

TIME HISTORY OF OPERATOR
POSITION SOUND LEVELS

6_

...... ,,:.., ...... ,
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NIBBLER
105238

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: _aehlze oolse is ba=ardous m= the o_er_or vhen it is
operated conminuou_ly for more than 2 hr/day.

NOISE SOURCES: Stook v!br_lan induoedby ou=mlag action and by repeating
slapping of smock against table.

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: Cu_hlon!=g slap,
Damping s=_ek.
Change stock feed procedure.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Design and Ino¢al! stock hold-down system to _rovide
oushion_-ugand da=;i=g; and design and im-I_iemen_stock
feed _ocl, which_l! allow the operator tm move
f_r_her away from the noise source.

EXPECTED BENEFIT: ._nC=u= _-_ reCueClon from first _.=plemenEatioo;_ddi-
floral 7- to B-doSreduction from second i=plementation.
Nibbler =0 longer causes _ =else hazarl.

EXPECTED COST: _co.

i i I i I i
IO0

=L
0 NIBBLER I05238N

OPERATORPOSI_ON SPL ?UNOAMPEO= PROCESSINGI/4" MILD STEEL

tULLY OAMPEO''_

E
Z

0 70 I I I I I I
63 125 2_0 500 iOOO 2000 4000 8000

OCTAVE 8ANOCENTER FREQUENCY(HI]

SOUNDPRESSURELEVELSAT NIBBLEROPERATORPOSITION
STOCKDAMPEDAND UNDAMPED

0
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NIBBLER
129366

_LO _

'MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS

StOE Vl£W (PLAN VIEW )

Hourly Exposure Maximum ,_,
(% Allowed) Typical Permissible

Typical Opera:or Operational
Operation UseT Exposure Time

Cri:arion Position (1)" %0 ft Away (Hr) (% Allowed) _ (Min)

DOD !3 Nil L 52 i I' _-_-
_A 13 _72_ _ _2 ! Unlimited
OSEA. HZ.L N_ }_ NIL i Unlimited

*Ass'_.es=on_i.uuouscut'_ingon m_ahlne.
_Es_ima_e_ fr=m discussionswi*.hsho._._er_on_el.

PRO_'S$1NG 118'* A&.UMINUM _,- '.0 tic
90 .....

• ,, ,,

TIMEHISTORYOFOPERATORPOSITION50UI¢OLEVELS

! CL_
I

66
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NIBBLER
129366

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: Machinenot hazardous here, not iikely a hazard im ocher
shop_,

COMMENT: _IoCsee._.osuresca= be !e_se.uedby moving _he o.uera_oraway from

R£COMMENDATION: ._Io_oise controls are r_e_e_ded :_or_his =acb_.ne.

©
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BELT SANDER
14!547

MEASUREMENTF:'OSITION$
(PLAN VI&'W)

Maximum
HourlyExposure Typical Permissible

I ('.Allowed) TypicalUse' OperatorExposure Opera=ionalTime
Criterion|OperatorPosition* (Hr) (% Allowed) (Min)

i

DOD i !99 h ' 796 30 {"_

_A I ,20 _ ,080 u.
0SHA _ 56 ' t ! 22h _.C7

*Assess OOI'.;I=UOUSo._eraolonof m_ob/ne,using cos.'serb_l¢,
_'Es_iaa'.edfromdiscussions-zich shoppersc=.ne!.

SOUNDLEVELSCONSTANTAT 102 dBA AT OPERATORPOSITIONDURINGCOARSESANDING,
92 dDADURING IDLING.

68
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BELT SANDER
141547

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: Machine is ha=s.rdousto opera,or _rheai_. is o_ern_ed for
more _hs_ 30 mi_ ._er_ny. Machine con_ri'Du_esto _oise
exposures of nearby personnel.

NOISE SOURCES: Primaz_j- Belt/s_oc_ .#ibra:ion.

Secondary --Be_-ring/besri._gsu._por_vibrn_ionJ

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: Ps.r_i_al!yenclose :he sac.def,
Provide venmi!amed full enclosure,

RECOMMENDATION: Develo.__d ins_Is_ tu!l ven_i!a_ed enelosu_? :o shiel_
o._era_or_d _ni_ze _olse rebuff!on,

" EXPECTED BENEFIT: A 7- _o lO-d_ reCuo_icn i_ o._era_or_nsi_ion sound leve_s
durlag nazding, &'rea_erreductions during machine £d_Img;
a_._ro_-r,e si._o!d increase in permissible o._era_ionsP.
:i_e; a_d eliminationof machine noise ocn_ribu_.ing_o
noise e._.'-..os_reof nearby ._erno.-._el.

EXPECTED COST: $3000 oer enclosure,

©
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_RASIVE CUTOFFSAW
(NO LONGERIN CNSYSHOP)

WALL

(_ BOOTH

WALLS

MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS
{PLAN VIEW)

Hourly Exposure I Maximum
(_ Allowed) I Typical Permissible ("

• _ .Typical I Operator Operational

, Operator Operator Use" Exl}osure Time

Criterion Position (i)"I Position (2)" (Hr) I_ Allowed) (Min)

Ix_I; _-Z_T =- Z/_ "59 53
_A _ 3 z12 z_6 z9
OSI_. 5_' _ ZI2 2T _Z

t_s_:_ed ;_om C_.s¢_siens v_._bshop _e.-so_e!.

. _I'_ & Wlgm' |

"rIMEHIS'tORYOFOPERATORPos_'rIo_SOUNOLEVELS
(;_,_

?o
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ABRASIVE CUTOFF SAW
(NO LONGERIN CNSY SHOP)

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: _as hazardous _o o_er_:or whe= i_ was o._ers_e_ son-
_inuouaLy for =ore _han 1/2 ._,

NOISE SOURCES: ._ri_"i -Sla_e _'i_ratlon,

Secnnds__j- ._eu=a_ic exhaus_ _nd s_ock ,el'oration,

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: Dcm.=blade.
Enclose bl_de.
E_elose stock.
Propels muffler _t e:cha_t.

RECOMMENDATION: Not ap_11icable,bec_Lsm _ch_._e has been .-e_ved. However,
S- to 5-dB noise reductions eauld h_ve been obtained By use
of the dsnpi_g collar, and a mu_'f!erwould have quieted
the exhaust noise by iO- to 15-dB. Such treatment would
have been adecuat_ to about _rlp!e allowable opera_ion t_e.

©
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ABRASIVE CUTOFF SAW
(REP_CEMENT FOR ORIGINALUNIT)

WALL

saw OLAO_-_ ____0_

• @(UNDEMnSLEI

MEASUREMENTLOCATIONS
ATREPLACEMENTSAW

(PLAN VIEW}

I
- Maximum

Typical Permissible
Typical Operator Operational

Hourly Exposure (% Allowed) UseT Exposure Time
Criterion at Operator Position" (Hr) (% Allowed) (Min)

DOD _ !/8 2 Un!!mi_e_
_A 6 !/_ . 3 U_]._ed
OSNA 2 "I/2 ! Ur_ll--/_ed

WAss%_es Con_!_-ucususe of sav, c_i_ ooot_ri_g for 102 of _se _.me,

TEs_Inated ._'*o=dlscuos!ons _-_v... Shop personnel.
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ABRASIVE CUTOFF SAW
(REP_CEMENT FOR ORIGINALUNIT)

IMPACT ASSESSMENT: _b_ ba:ardcus because of l_-_eC use factor.

NOISE SOURCES: _.._mL_I--Blnde "rt'_=aZlon.

Seccndarl --Stock vibration.

POSSIBLE MITIGATION TECHNIQUES: Da=_ bla_e.
Eaelcse b!n_e.
Eac!ose stock.

RECOMMENDATION: No noise controls sre recc_=en_ed.

©
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5- SHIPYARD PROGRESS

The Charleston Naval Shipyard has investigated noise

problems for many years. Although the sound levels in Shop 17

are much lower than in most industrial sheet metal shops, shop

personnel are interested in reducing the noise. As a result of

this interest, there have been a number of actions taken since

the 1978 NAVSEA/EPA study. Unfortunately, there was no

opportunity for CNSY personnel to discuss their concerns about

these recommendated treatments with BBN. If CNSY's concerns had

been discussed with BBN, it is likely thab the concerns expressed

below could have been resolved and that the noise control

treatments could have been implemented. The following summary,

by machine, presents CNSY's recent actions:

o Band Saw - The Shop has sot installed any of the.

recommendations from the 1978 study. They

thin_ that only a booth (not the barrier

shown in Fig. 3) is practical. Thus, they

, have constructed portable sound hoobhs to

: use around the band saw. Unfortunately,

the operator of the saw is still exposed

to _he noise. In March 1981, Mr. Pritehard

indicated a willingness to try the barrier

shown in Fig. 3. This type of barrier has

been used successfully in other shops.

o Friction Saw - The shop has tried a rubber mat on the

stock table but the stock then did not slide

as readily and this attempt was

abandoned. The new numerically controlled

machine is now used for many of these

applications for which the friction saw had

,9
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been used. Thus, the friction saw is less of

a problem now than in 1978.

o Angle Grinder - The Shipyard has been unable to locate

suitable mufflers. Due to the wide variety

of work pieces, they think a new stock

support is impractical. Them think the

damping blanket has merit. Portable sound

booths have been constructed and are placed

around the work bench while grinding is being

performed. A grinding room was constructed

using sound absorping material on the inside

Walls and ceiling. All long duration grinding

(2 hours or more) is done in this room.

o Pneumatic Drill - The Shipyard has been unable to locate

suitable mufflers.

o Router - The Shipyard thinks the stock support system

is impractical due to the diversity of work

pieces and the need for cleanliness in the

nuclear work. In March of 1981, Shipyard

personnel Indlcated the router is not used

very much.

o Square Shears - The Shop concurs on the clamp devices.

They have installed a control system on

S.N. 102504 and are considering similar

installations on the other shears. The

exhaust muffler was installed on

S.N. 12798?. The shear arez has been

enclosed on three sides by 8' high

partitions to reduce the noise levels in

the adjacent work areas. An acoustical

ceiling has been installed over the shear

&
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area. 0ne-half inch ChlcM rubber matting has

been placed on the back slde of the shears

to reduce the noise of the cut materials

falling to the floor.

o Belt Sander - The Shop thinks that the total enclosure

is impractical due to frequent belt changes

and maintenance that is required. Our

eaperienee Is that although it appears

cumbersome, such enclosures have worked on

other sanders.

In addition to the noise control treatments for the machines, the

Shop has sompleted the following:

- All of the openlnge in the west wall bet#een Shop 17

and the Boiler Shop have been caulked and sealed. -_ne

wall was also covered with an acoustical material.

This was done in an attempt to reduce the annoyance

due to che sounds coming from the Boiler Shop.

All work benches were covered with a sound dampening

material but the workers do not llke the "feel" of the

material when them hammer on ID.

Roof mounted fans have been modified to reduce the

background noise levels In the shop. This was done

more to reduce annoyance than for hearing conversation

reasons.

A few sound absorption panels have been placed on the

north wall in the worm bench area in a_ effort to

reduce the reverberent sound fields. Additional panels

will be needed to achieve any significant _eductlon in

the reverberant sound field.
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- The new Warner Swasey W-3050, Navy I0 181-142086 punch

press has been enclosed on three sides to reduce the

sound levels in the adjacent work areas.

In addition to these efforts, the Shop plans the following

actions:

- A continuation of their effort to procure mufflers for

the pneumatic tools on hand. The mufflers must not be

bulky, interfere wlth the operator or affect the

performance of the tool.

Replacement of noisy tools wlth quieter ones.

Ensuring that all new machinery purchases do not exceed

the current noise limits.
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APPENDIX A: DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL TERMS

Thla report uses several technical terms to describe the

noise emissions of individual machines, the noise exposures

caused by these machines, and other acoustical parameters.

Some of these terms are confusing; others are esoteric. This

Appendix provides comparisons and definitions of the more

important technical terms used in this report.

A.I Impulsive vs Continuous Nolse

_mpulslve sounds are sharp bursts of noise; continuous

sounds are more ongoing. The distinction between the two

noises is critical in how they are measured and described.

_mpulsive noises can be measured correctly only with equip-

_ ment capable of detecting and indicating the very rapid pressure

changes Involved. Impulsive noises are characterized by their

.peak sound pressure level, Lp, which describes (logarithmically)
the maximum sound pressure of the noise pulse. Full char-

acberization of an impulsive noise requires a description of

how the impulse decays boa point of ins!gnlficance.

Continuous noises are characterized by their sound level,

LA, which tames into account both the sound pressure of the
noise and its spectral content, or frequency composition.

Full characterisation of a ccnCInuous sound often requires

aN explanation of how the sound level varies with time, as

few continuous sounds have a steady level for very long.

©
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A.2 Average Sound Levels

Continuous sounds are seldom constant in level, and so an

averaging technique must be employed to enable the sound to be

characterized with a single number. Different techniques are used

for averaging, depending on the purpose of the measurement.

The true average of the sound pressures is usually employed

to describe the entire time history. The sound pressures are

weighted according _c their proportionate duration. The term

L-equlvalent, Leq , is given to this time average, which is
described mathematically by the equation:

Leq-lOlog I dr, (A.1)
o Pc

where p(t) is the _ime-varylng pressure, and p_ is a reference

pressure of 20_ pascals (Pa).

Leq is most often used for describing noise emisolcna (see
See. A.3).

The averaging procedure used to deacmibe the hazard of a

tlme-varying sound ignores sound levels below a partleula_

cut-off sound level. The averaging procedure also weights

the sound levels involved by both intensity and duration.

Essentially, an exposure rating (or nolse dose), E, is computed

from the equation:

Cz C2 CE = + + .. n
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where C represents the time of exposure to a particular sound

level, and T represents an allowable time of exposure to that

sound level. The allowable time is calculated from the

equations:

96O

T = _ , for the DOD-based criterion, or (A.3)

480

T = _ , for the EPA criterion,or (A.4)

48O

T = _ , for the OSHA criterion. (A.5)

T is infinite for sound levels below the cut-off sound level.

A noise dose of one corresponds to an average sound level

equal $o the out-off sound level.

The exposure rating can be o_nver_ed to a percentage by

multiplying E by I00.

E can be converted back into an average sound level,

LAVERAGE, according to the formula:

X lo_E + y. (A.6)
LAVERAGE log 2

X is 4, 3, mr 5, and Y is 80, 85, or 90, respectively for the

DOD, EPA, and OSHA criteria. The LAVERAG E is most often used
for describing noise exposures (see Sec. A.3).

©
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Note: LAVERAG E is undefined for E = O, and it will often

compute to values much less than the Leq of the sounds involved,
par%icu!arly if the actual sound level is below Y, the cut-

off sound level, and if E is particularly low.

A.3 Noise Exposure vs Noise Emission

The noise output of a machine, measured at a specific

distance from the machine under specific room conditions, is a

measure of the noise emission of the machine. Noise emissions

may vary with position around a machine and will almost certainly

vary with distance from the machine. Noise emissions can be

used to help predict the sound levels at a particular locaZion

in a particular space when various comb'inations of machines are

operating. Noise emissions are described by Leq. /-x

The term noise exposure refers only to the sounds received

by an individual. Noise exposures are described by either the

noise dose, percentage equivalent of _he noise dose, or the

LAVERAG E (Bee A.2). The latter is used mos_ often when determin-

ing noise reduction requiremenzs, the former term when assessing

whether the exposure is hazardous.

A.4 Direct and Reverberant Sound Fields

A machine is usually noisier indoors than outdoors because

of the reverberation or reflection of the sound indoors. This

effect is more marked at greater distances from the machine,

where the sound levels directly radiated by the machine are

less dominant. The spatial region close to a noise source

where sounds emanatimg from a machine dominate the measurements

is termed the _ireo_ sound fieZd of _hat source. That spatial

A-_
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ayes where the effects of reflection dominate is called the

meu_rberan_ sound f4_d. The spatial arrangement of these

sound fields can be predicted and described, and it forms an i

important part of noise exposure prediction analysis. Rever-

beration can have dramatic effects, especially for noise sources

generating continuous sound, because sound energy is conglnuously

pumped into the sDace, and, in a short period of tlme, a fairly

constant and stable density of acoustic energy fills the space.

This is contrasted wlth sources generating impulsive sounds,

the regal acoustic output is made in a shor_ period of tlme,

and Dhe resultan_ sounds decay in accordance with the reverbera-

tion time of the space. Clearly, for continuous sounds, factors

that influence reverberation are critical.

&
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APPENDIX B

ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF ARTICLES AVAILABLE IN THE

_'_ OPEN LITERATURE ON NOISE EMISSIONS AND

CONTROL FOR EQUIPMENT SIMILAR TO

THAT USED IN SHEET METAL SHOP 17

©
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8. i. Exisming and Potential Noise Reduction Technology for the

Fabricated Metal Products Indusmry - Task Repor_ J6331

Authors: E.P. Bergmann

_IT Research Institute under sponsorship of the

U.S. Fmvlronmental Protection Agency

Date : July 1975

Source: Contract EPA-68-OI-2234

Abs_'_ao_: Machinery noise level da_a and noise control _re_menm

information were gathered by the author from 151 _r_icles. papers.

_bstracts. e_d OSHA noise file cards. The da_a sad infor_atlon were

summarized on data sheets smd included in this report. No informasion

was included for band saws, rc_ters, or nibblers. Data sad informs-

_-ion provided for presses, pneumatic equipment, cod shears are

nummariz,d herein. _t_-_'

Can_roZ Techniques and Measurensn_8 Reported:

Pneuma:£= Equ4pmenz

i. Enlarged exhaus_ orifice and muffled air exhaus_ for

pneumatic grinder. Before _reatmen_, 105 _o 107 dBA.

After treammen_, 89 mo 93 dBA,

2, Plywood booth lined wlth 3/4-in. to 1-in. absorptive m_terlal.

Includes a transparent door sad rubber of plastic covered

slotted openings _o allow access by operator's arms _o band-

held grinder. Before treatment, 102 to 104 d_A at grinding

station. After mreatnen_, 86 to 87 dBA.

3. A disc grinder used to grind welds was replaced with a bel_

sa_der. Before replacement. 105 dBA at operator's ear.

After treatment, 93 dBA.
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Existing and Potential Noise Reduction Technology - Page 2

Shears

i. Rollers were covered with "deadening sleeves" and filled with

"damping material." Before treatment 92 to 107 dBA. After

treatment, 9 to lh d.B less.

2. FoLu-mufflers were installed to reduce the noise produced

by the exhaust mechanism from 96 to 90 d_A.

_eeee

!. Noise control treatment options and achievable reductions

listed on the attached gable.

2. Enclostu.e constructed for a 20-_on press consisted of

2 x 4 frame covered with 3/4-in.-thick plywood and lined

i with l-in.-thick foam with a ! ib per sq ft lead septum.

i Openings were provided for material input, par_s and scrap

I output, and heat removal. The heat removal openings were

baffled, and Iouvered position of baffles said to make a

"great difference" in the noise reduction achieved. Sound

level measurements made 6 ft in front of and 6 ft behind the

press operating at 600 s_rskes per min yield 98 dBA before

and 86 dBA after the treatment.

3. Vibration isolation and damping material on oumside of

handling chutes reduced the noise of an 800-ton hydraulic

press from about 1SO dRA to about 94 dhA.

4. Sources were identified as pipewor_, shs.kers, hydraulic

system, and gears. Leaded vinyl was added to inside of

covers that fit over the die head area, and the feed and

takeoff openings were reduced in area. Sound level reduc-

tion achieved was 6 _.

©
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_istlng and Potential Noise Reduction Technology - Page 3

5, A complete enclosure was constructedof 16-gau6e stainless

steel Bad viscoelastic damping compound. Windows were provided

of double-glazed safety glass mouuted in rhbber molding,

VentilaZion system ales provided. Before treatment, 97 dBA.

After treatment, Bl dBA.

6. A complete enclosure was installed, the press was mounted On

rubber i_ola_ore,the stock entramee and access panels were

sealed, and a muffled ventilation system was provided. Twenty

ft from the press the noise level was reduced from 98 to 71 dBA,

7. A 60-_on press enclosure was constructed of galvanized steel

lined wlth 4-im.-thiek sound absorptive material. Before

trea_ent, 103 CBA, After treatment, 83 dBA.

8. A sound absorptive enclosure reduoed punch press sound levels /-_,
from ill _o 86 dBA at the operator's ear.

9. A parti_l enclosure and rubber isolators reducedpunch press

noise levels from 93 to 80 dBA.

i0. An enclosure reducedpunch press noise from 99 _o 87 dBA at

3 fZ.

ii, A four-sided enslosure (withoutroof) constructed of 4-in. thick

i "IAC NoiseshieldPanels" reduced the sound level at the operator's

station of _ 125-tonpunch press from 97 to 89 d_. It is not

sle_r whether this is a press enclosure or am operntor enclosure.

12, Punch press parz ejector sound level reduced from 10h _o 89 dBA

by tilting press $5° from vertical plain, reducin_ nlr pressure,

and changing ejectorfrom continuous to intermittentoperation.
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TABLE B.I. NOISE TREATMENT OPTIONS

Subsystem Treatment Reduction, _dB

Fr_e Rigid, all steel Unknown
weldment

Clutch Pneumatlc or Unknown
hydraulic

Ram Damper for punch 5
bres_thrcugh

Press Reduce press loading 6
by one-half

Punch Replace single shear h-5
W_.tbdouble shear

Die Single step to 5
multiple step

Stripper Replace metallic
plate plate with plastic

place

Workpiece Positive guide to i0
supply coil loop

i

Workpiece Avoid pneumatic Unknown !
discharge discharge

/

Press _closure 20-25 i

©
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B.2 Origins of Punch Pres_ and Air Nozzle Noise

Authors: S. Se_hlina=d R. Lsnghe

Swedish Institute of Produetlnn EngineeringResearch

GSteborg, Sweden

Date: November-December197h

Source: NoY,ae Control. Eng_mcsrY.nfl3, No. 3, pp. 4-9

(also I_cerNo_se 74 Proceedings,pp. 221-22_)

Abstract.: Noise generation in a punch operation is said to depend on she

sha_e of the force-flee dlagrem for the press frame and the relative velocity

of machine par_s rR,_,Inginto each other. The dischargenoise of compressed

air used to move parts is also said zo be a major noise source. Methods _o

reduce press noise e_e discussed. Reduced noise level air nozzles with

adequate performance are discussed and data are presented,

_o_ss Sou.ross: When punching thiu, brittle sheet metal, it .issaid that

the back spring of the frame (oftenthe punch breaksthrough _he materlal) "I

SE_USeSmost of _he emitted noise. In crank presses,machlne parts ramming

ia_o cash other _o transfer forces from one to the o_her are sources of noise.

A_other, sometimes major, noise source is the compressed air discharge.

Meosurements R_poPf,ed: Representativetime his¢orydiagrams are illustrazed

for press force, tooling acceleration,and soand pressure level. Octave band

SPL d_¢a are given for four low noise level nozzlesand a co,men nozzle.

Measurement de_ails are not 9rovide_.

Control Tsoh_e8: Several methods sre conceptuallydescribed to change a

press's force-time diagran and thereby reduce its impact noise, such as cutting

the punch at an s_ngle,and adding a polymeric disc to the tool to reduce press

accelerations. ."_euse of springs and ca_s is conceptuallydiscussed to reduce
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Ori_$ns of Punch Press and Air Noz=le _Iolse- Page 2

the acceleration of machine par%s "cha_ ram in%o each o%her. The use of for-

noise-level noz_les_ re_ced 9ressure, the mos_ favor_l_ dlrectlon. _ool

aurface mod_flc_ion, and £_ermlt_ent opera_ion is encour&_ed _o reduce the

noi_e a_soelated vlth compresaed alr dlscharge. In _dd$_ion_ _he cos_ of

'compressed_ir blovlng is said to be reduced by 80% uslng an _ntermit_ent

r_her thB_ con_imuous _y_em.

$o_I Leve_ Re_o_'_one: Mid- emd high-frequency sound level reductions of

lO to 15 dB are sho_ in Fi_. B.1 for identified _es_ noz=les sh_ produce
I

the sere force ns the reference (common) nozzle eonfigur_ian. _ound asJ

s function of force (vlthou_ _ni_s) is e_so _lus_ra_ed for the identlflad

_es_ no_e_.._e_emen_ _e_ails not _r_ided.

dB

I10 ===== Metal pipe

_-'_ '..........CIDAL
.... QUIETAIRE

--_ ISI f

I0o SUNNEX //..

FIG. B.I. OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS OF TEST'S BEST NOZZLES THAT PRODUCE SAME
FORCE AS METAL PIPE.
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B.3 Press Noise Reduction

Author: A.M. Petrie

Paisley College of Technology

Scotland, U.K,

Date: August 1975

Source: In_srNc£se 75 .,'_,oaesd£ngsj pp. 311-314

_8_0_: Noise control results are reported a_d briefly discussed for

tL_ivereity tests of s 15-ton punch press operating at 140 strokes per min.

Pe.rameterestudied and reported--using I/8- and 1/16-in.-thickmild steel - "

are: enclosure open area, punch impact velocity, punch/die clearance, shear

angle, and sheer area, It is concluded that significant noise level reduc-

tions can be achieved _th partial enclosures,minimizing punch impact

velocity, changing shear angle, and minimizing punch/die clearance.

Noiss Souz_c_s: The folloving noise sources are mentioned but not in-

dividually addressed in this study: impact associmned with die operation,

turbulence noise from air exhaust, component impact, feed mechanism, clutch

and bra_e mechanism, and vibration of parts attached to the press. Peak

noise from the entire press As addressed.

M_as_cmcn_s Rapo_ted: The dependenceof peak A-weighted sound level -

observed at the operator'sposition for each of the parameters studied --is

reproduced in Figs. B.2 through B.7.

O_n_'_oZ_schn£ques: Control techniques for which results are reported are:

complete and partial enclosureswith sound-absorptivelining, reductions

in punch velocity, changing shear angle, and minimizing punch/die clearances. !

The effect of mmteriml thickness,1/8- vs 1/16-in.-thick mild steel, is

•Iso ehow_.
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Press Noise Reduction - Page 2

Sound L_u_ Re_,,_ion8: Differences in pesJ{A-weighted sound level a_ the

operntor's position, showu in Pigs. B.2 _hrough B.7, are up to 20 dB. The

effects of the _a_ameters on hole quality are no_ discussed.
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B.4 Impart-Induced Industrial Noise

Author: O.A. Shinaishin

Environmental Protection Agency

Washington. D.C.

Date : Win_er 1974

Source: _o_se Con_roT. _n_Y,neer_ng 2. No. 1

(See also: In_erNo_se 22 Proceedings, pp. 243-248, "On Punch

Press Di_ostics and Noise Control.")

Abs_ru_=: Brief conceptual discussion of the _cquisition and analysis of

noise, vibration, and position data for the purpose of identifying noise

sources in impact machines, Conceptual methods to reduce machine noise at

the source are mentioned. Practical insights and field experience are not

provided.

No_se So_r_es." The impulsive sound generated by power presses is said to

result mainly from impulses and impacts with little contribution from other

sources, such as rotating parts, gears, and bearings. Am low generating

speeds (<300 rpm), the impact noise is said to he caused by the forces of

stamping, whereas at higher speeds (>bOO rpm) inpacting of the stripper plate,

for exs_nple, becomes siEniflcmat.

Meus_,sms_=8 198portcd: Waveform, frequency-time, spectrum, a_d cross-

correlation data are illustrated for sound and vibration zneasurements on a

pt_ch press. Sound pressure level data are also i!lustra_ed, showing the

effect of die shearing, speed of operation, pla_e damping, and plate impact

velocity. Measurement conditions, measurament position, meter dnmplng, s_Id.

machine identification ure generally not provided,

I B-12
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Con_:z'o_2ach_ique8: Noise reduction techniques are discussed conceptually

in terms of changing the forces generated by the machlne_ elimlnatingthe

force transmissionto radi&ting parts, and reducing the vibra_'ionand r_dla-

tlon capability of =aehlne elements.

Sound L_ue_ Re_o_isn: Reduction of st_mplng force by use of a slanted die

is shown to reduce _he noise produced by a bl_ing press, al_hough produc_

%uality _y be affected (see Fig. B.8). Laboratory tests show that _he noise

_ro_uced by impacting layers is reduced when the impactvelocity is rec/ueed

or when lead Isyers are le.misatedto _he plates.

t( • R(GgLAIIOIE

!' _0 i • . I , = I
_ i00 I000 lifO0

FIG. B,B. EFFECT OF DIE SHEARING ON SOUND LEVEL.
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B.5 Sweden's New Approach _o Noise Control in Induszry:

Noise Connrol in Mechsnlcal Industry
o

Author: Per-Ake Berg

Ingemansson Assoc lases

Gonhenburg, Sweden

Date: May 197B

Source: InterNoiae 75 .=_ooeed_n_s, pp. Z37-1Lh

Abatrmo_: Swedish noise abatement programs are listed s_d various noise

reduction measures put into practice in the mechanical industry are discussed.

Messu2es used to eonzro! noise from presses and hand-held grinders are sum-

:m_ri:ed below.

Nolsa So_reea: Componen_ moise sources mo_ dlscossed.

Maas_r_nan;8 _epor;ed: Sound pressure level measuremenzs with and wizhnu_

noise control measures are illuetra_ed. Measurement details no_ provlded.

Con_roZ 2anhn_quee: Hydraulic dampers moun_ed into _he tool area are said

mo reduce the impulsive force and noise produced by a punch press operation.

Grinding noise is said to be reduced by (I) clamping zhevorkpiece (plate)

in a damping fixture, or (2) using double- ra_her than single-roller moun_ing

supports for the workpieoe.

Sound 5suaZ Radiations: The equiva_en_ sound level of _he punch press was

reduced from 95 _o 89 d_A, sad it is said _haz the impulse level was reduced

as much ms lO dB. The damping fixture dlscuosed reduced zhe grinding sound

level _ dB for l-mm-_hiok pla_e and 12 dB for 9-mm-zhick plate. The double-

roller mounting supporz reduced _he grinding sound level ahou_ 6 _ compared

_o _he single-roller supporz.
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8,6 American Can Company' s "Close-In" Noise Control

Enclosure Progrsm

Author: W.H. Croasdale

Americsn Can Company

Fairlawn, N.J,

Date: May 1978

Source: In_erNsiee 78 P_susedi_4s, _p. h27-h32

Abs%r_s_: Two concepts for automatic-press enclosure are discussed.

Enclosure materi_is, some design information, sad bsfore/a._er sound pres-

sure level measurements nest the press are provided for a variety of presses

used in the can i_lu_try.

Noie_ SouP_se: Press.components that produce noise are not identified.

__ Ms_s_u_e_nen_s._eps1,_sd: Octave band a_d A-wei6hted measurements made n_ar

• %he presses and then avera6ed are illustrated for both hefor_ and after

enclosure Installation. Measu2emsnt cosditlons, mener response, etc. are

not providnd.

Con_oZ 2e_hni_eo: Control techniques employed are (i) small Dar_lal

enclosures cosst_cted of transparent material and attached directly co the

press at the die area an_ an other movin_ p_rts, _d (2) custom deelgned,

close-in, _otal enclosures constructed of steel.

SOUnd LeueZ Reductions: Tests of the small partial en'o!ssures indicate

svera6e sound level reductions of 3 to 5 c_, Reductions of 20 to 28 dB

are reported for the total enclosures ins_alled at four different machine

ty_es.

0
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B.7 A Quleter Baa,d Saw Blade

Author: M.S. Bob_czko

Moderator of Sessionl!

Date: June 1976

Source: Prooeedings of _l_ Morkshop on #hs Con_ro_ o_ ble_aZSo_i_

Noise in the Alu_ninumI_usr_, p. C-2

The ALv_i_n Associ_ion

750 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Abs_'rao_: Brief announcementthat the American Saw and Manufacturing Company

has developed a new band saw blade, called the "Vazi-Tooth," which is said

to produce less noise rhea previous blades.

Noise Ssumozs: Not addressed.
s_,

Me_xsumsmen_sI_por_sd: A-weightedsound levels are reported for measurements

3 f_ from a Marvel No. 81 vertica/ baaa saw cutting a 6-in. x 16-in. s_ruc-

rural steel I-beam,using a conventionnl6-tooth blade emd a 6/10 "Vari-

Tooth" blade.

Con_oZ Teohniques: The blade's gulletdepth, tooth pitch, and set angle

are v_riod,

Sound Lau#Z Raduo_icns: Sound level reductions of 20 dB while cutting the

bantu web and 2 dB while cutting the be_m flange are reported.

B-16
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8.8 ,Reducing Pneumatic fool Noise

Authors: R.A. Willoughby and E. Farker

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Athens, Pa.

Date :" September 1973

Source: PL_n_ _%_e_n_, 6 September 1973, pp. 109-111

Abst_t: This short artlole describes in layman's _erms the availability

of mufflers for exls_ing and ne_ pneum_tlc hand tools. The mufflers are

designed %o reduce air exhaust noise only. The tool noise produced by

grinders _nd chippers, for example, mus_ be controlled by other methods.

Wooden workbenches are said to help reduce noise in some cases.

Noise $oul,_es: Noise that radiates from _he exhaus_ of pne_tlc tsols

is addressed.

Measumemen=s .;_¢por_ed: Octave hand sound pressure level data are reported

on the exhaust noise for a muffled and ur_uffled air ms,or, small hand

grinder, a_d Impac_ wrench. Measurement conditions and iscatlon not given.

ControZ Techniques: Three me,hods are described to reduce exhaus_ noise.

i. Plped-away systems to carry exhaus_ _o a remote muffler or manifold. _

2. Y.n_er_lly Ins_alled mufflers for new tools where space permizs, i

3. Re_rofi_ ki_s _hat include an exhaus_ air eollec_or, n hose, and

a muffler.

Sour_ Zsve_ R¢_o=_C:n8: Fractional horsepower tools, such as screwdrivers

and drills, seldom need exhsus_ muffling _o mee_ 0SHA noise regulations.

©
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Reducing Pneumatic Tool Noise - Page 2

Tools ranging from 1 to i-i/2 hp c_u be muffled so that the exhaus_ noise

is acceptable wlth little nr no loss in _ooi efficiency. Tools operating

a 2 hp and above may require piped-away exhausts to mee_ the 90 dBA/B-hr

regulation wlthoutreducin_ool efficiency.
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B.9 A Systems Approach for Consrol of Punch Press Noise

Authors: J.R. Bailey, J.A. Daggerhar_, and N.D. Stewart

North Carolina State University

Raleigh, N.C.

Date: September 1975

Source: American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Paper No. 75-DET-49

NSw York, N.Y.

Abs_raut: Several punch presses, ranging in capacity from 25 to 60 tons,

were used to develop the illustra_ed relationships between sound level and

workpieee area, s_eed, ram acceleration level, tool clearance, use of shsar

punches, hole size, and material hardness. Noise reductions obtained uzing

e_,aust mufflers stud an ejector silencer are show_. ._neuse _f a systems

approach is suggested, and a flow diagram is illustrated as an aid in the

' development of noise control designs. A brief literature review is included.

No_se Sou_aee: Noise sources discussed include exhausts from air clutches,

brakes, and par_ ejectors and the workpiece and the press itself.

Meas_emen_ Rsport_.d: Oscilloscope traces of punch press impact sounds are

shown. Reductions of air exhaust pee/_ noise are illustrated for mufflers )

and nozzle redesign. Six graphs ere provided showing pe_ sound pressure i

level ,cs workpiece area, machine rate, ram acceleration level, tool clearance, i

use of shear punches, and hole size/material hardness. Measurement ioca_ians _

are not specified.

Control T_hn4,que8: Various noise control tec.hniques are said _o have been

demonstrated in the e._erimental program reported in _his paper. The systems

approach suggested emphasizes, first, the need _o identiz_y the machine or

©
B-19
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A Systems Approach for Control of Punch Press Noise - Page 2

machines and _hen the machine component or components tha_ dominate the

sound field of concerr_. Examples are given which, at least eonce_ually,

indicate that noise reduction can be achieved by reducing air discharge

turhu2encs,impae_ velocity, and punch acceleration.

$ouru_I_ue_ R_du_ion8: Reductionsof i0 to 20 dB in peak sound pressure

levels are shown. Measurement locations _ud conditions are not provided.
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B.IO A Review of Noise and Vibration Control for Impact _laehinss

Author: R.D, Bruce, Consultant

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

Cambridge, Mass.

Date: October 1972

Source: Int¢rNoY.es?2._'oaeedY,ngs

Abettor: Noise control treatment concepts applicable to punch presses are

reviewed and approximate noise reductions tha_ might be achieved are stated.

Some data are presented. Ten punch press manufacturers were questioned

about sound level specifications and noise control designs. The results of

this s11rvey are ,q-_mA_Ized.

IVO_ee SowPoe8: Identification of a.ndlvidual components is not emphasized

in this paper.

Measui_sment8 8epc.t,tsd: Fktnch press soua.d levels range from 88 to !12 dBA

at the operator's position. Measurements before and after installation of

enclosttres illustrated meter dy_e_ics and measurement conditions not reported.

C_rntroZ 2_lln_quee: The use of sound absorptive material to reduce noise

levels in press rooms is discussed, and an example is provided. Partial and

full enclosures are also discussed and examples provided. O_her :rea_ments

mentioned include vibration isolatlon, damping ma_erials, barriers, mnfflers

for air exhausts, operation of the punch in shear, and alternate methods to

knock out par_s.

SoL4nd ZS_;_Z Reduot{ons: Sound absorptive material applied to a press room

reduced reverberant field sound levels by 9 dB and close-in operator position

sound levels by 2 to 3 dB. A pa_ial enclosure of a 22-ton punch press

©
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A Review of Noise and Vibration Control for Impac_ Machines - Page

reduced close-ln sound levels by i0 d3. A 20-1B sound level reduction is

r_por_ed using a full enclosure for a multlslide punch press, It is sta_ed

tha_ 30 dR of insertion loss c_n be _chieve_ with a large enclosure around

the entire press. Operation of _he _rese in shear can sometimes reduce

sound levels by about 15 dB.

B-22
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B.ll Noise-Reducing Punch-Press Card

Author: R.S. Florczyk

Safety Consultant

Chicago, Ill.

Date: October 1973

Source: PZ_% _ng4neez,_n_, 18 October 1973, pp. 158-159

Abs_ru_:: A basic housing design is described and illustrated that can Be

custom-Built to fit most automatic punch presses (precision types to 35-ton

capacity). Methods to reduce thenoise associated with mechanical and aero-

dynamic parts knockout are mentioned.

NO_eS SOUPOe8: The ram-die area of the press and the knockout operation

are addressed in this paper.

Meuau_emenC8 Reported: Average costs for the Basic housing described are

said to average about $200, Observed noise reductions range from 5 to 20 dR.

Con_O_ 2¢chn4q_e8: A housing or collar design is illustrated co fit around

the ram-dle sre_ of most presses. Experience is claimed for a variety of

presses of less than 35-ton capacity. The housing is constructed of sheet

alaminam, sheet lead, sound absorbing material, clear plastic sheet, and

miscellaneous hardware. Mechanical knockout noise is said to be reduced by

applylz_ bard ._n/bberpads to those areas of the ram that strike other metal, r

When air ejection is used. sound levels can be reduced by reducing air pres-

sure and volume. _e use of a small nozzle a_d a oressure regulator is

suggested.

©
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Nolse-Reducing F_mch-Pr_ssCard - Page 2

S_ L_;e_ I_edu_q.ons:A noise level reduction of 5 _o iO dB can be

expected by applyin_ harl rubber pads _o con_ec_ &tees of _he F.uockou_ram,

Installation of _he housing has resul_ed in sound level reductions of 5 _o

iO dB, depending on the press and material being s_ampe_.
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B.12 A Frsetieal Approach to Punch Press Qule_ing

Authors: c.H. Allen and R.C. Isoa

Bolt Boranek and Newman Inc.

Cambridge, Mass,

Date: July-August 1974

Source: Noise Csn_ro_ En_inser_ 3, No. 1

Abs_ot: Eigh_ principal noise sources are rsak ordered bused on the

authors' study of presses ranging in size from u few tons to 200 tons.

The results of vibration level and sound pressure level measurements are

compared. A close-ln mock-up emclosure for a 50-ton automatlc press is

described, and the sound level reduction (13 dB) is discussed.

N_iss SOMD_SS: Sources of pr_ma_y importance are rank ordered us follows:

I. Impacts associated with die opera_ion.

2. Turbulence noise caused by ulr injection.

3. Metal-to-metal impacts of parts enterin_ or leaving the press.

4. Star_ asd stop impact of automatic feed mechanlsms.

5, Vibration of flywheel _uard and other shee_ metal parts fustened

to the press.

6. Vibrutlon of sheet metal stock being fed in_o the press.

7. Clutch and brsJ(e mechanisms on the drive shale.

8. Vibration of _he surfaces of the press itself.

Items i, 2, 3, 5, and 8 are discussed in _ez-ms of sound level contributlons

and noise control concepts.

0
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A Practical Approach to Punch Press Quieting - Page 2

Msasursments Reported: Calculatedand measured octave band sound pressure

levels at the operator'sposition are given for total pressnoise, air

discharge noise, and for severalpress components. Me_urement conditions

and meter damping are oo_ discussed,

Cc/_ro_ Teohn_quen: A small enclosure surrounding the dies, the ram, the

cross feed, the delivery chute, and a short section of the feed plate is

described for a SO-ton automatic press• A photograph and sketch of a mock-

up enclosure is provided along with before and after measurements• The

importance of rugged constructionis emphasized. The need to vibration

isolate all sizable shee_ metal par_sand covers is mentioned. Replacement

of the discharge duct impactsensor with a magnetic or light sensing device

is also mentioned.

SOW_ _ve_ Reactions: A 13-dB reduction in sound levelat i m from the

press is reported for the small mock-up enclosure, The press was operated

at its normal rate of productionwithout any functions& interference. The

reduction was limited by radiation from mhe flywheel coverand scrap chute.

The enclosure sketch and observed reduction are illus_ratedin Figs. B•9

and B,10• Additional data are given in the paper.

B-26
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FIG.B.9. 50-TONPRESSWITHNOISEENCLOSURE.

FIB,B.I0. SPL,30 in, FROMBO-TONPRESSWITHAND WITHOUTCARDBOARD
ENCLOSURE.
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B.13 Noise Control of a Friotion-CuttinK Band Saw for Hard Metals

Authors: A. Schwartz_ndM. Schwartz i

Acotm'cioal Consultants Lid,

Hails, Israel

Date : March 1977

So_rco: In_srNo_e ?? P_ooasd_a, pp. B310-B31B

Abo_raot: Brief dlscusaion of apparently successful noise control treat-.

ments installed at a friction-cutting band saw used to remove the tips of

h_rd-metal turbine blades. Minimum engineering data or operating experience

included. Band saw not described or identified, Purpose of treatment was

to reduce noise exposure of operator.

_o_ae So_osa: Noise sources/paths mentioned include the saw blade, _able

tr_s_Lission, sheet _etal machine surfaces, machine covers, and the esclos_e

ventilation system.

Msas_ewan_o Rspor_sd: Da_a are reported in _erms of A-weighted sound levels

a_d octave hand sound _ressure levels _easurcd near the operator's position

a_d a_ 10 f_ before an_ after installation of the treatments. The m_hine

was loe_ted in a _anu£acturing hall _he size and acoustic cond/tlons of which

_e not described. Reported d_a me_ured at i0 f_ e.re provided in Fig. B.II.

Co_r_ Technique8: Five steps were _ken to reduce the operator's noise

exposure:

i. Enclose _hs saw path.

2. Provide a flexible enclosure for _he saw-_able trans_isslon.

3. Deep sheet-metal machine surfaces.

_, Improve sealing of machine covers.

5. Provide operator with ear protectors.

B-_8
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Noiae Control of a Priction-Cut_izgBand Say for Hard Metals - Page 2

A ventilated and partially transparent enclasure was also ins_alled %o

reduce further _he hand saw sound levels a_ other worker _os!tlons. The

transparent sea,ionof the enclosure was constr_ctedof 0.2-1n.-_hi_k,

1.4-psfma%erlal described as "_ne_ics" acousticalcurtain. Photographs

of the enclosure are Included ±_ _he _a_er.

So_ Zeve_ R_d_a_ion: Near the operator p_si_ion (inside _he enc!asure)

the re_orte_ sound level wa_ _rom if0 to 8h _BA. Why the _ound level before

the enclosure was LIO dBA aear the o_era_or's position and 10 f_ from the

machine is no_ axplalne_.
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FIG. B.II. THE RESULTS OF THE ACOUSTIC MEASURemENTSBEFORE (A) AND AFTER (B)
THE ACOUSTICALARRANBEM£NT$,
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8.14 Effectivenessof Isolatorsin Reducing Vibration of a 250-Ton

Blanking Press

Author: B.A. Young, _di_or

Date: December 1974

Source: Po_Z_ion _e_r_ng, December 1974, pp. 32-33

Abstract: Vibration level measurementsare reported for a 250-tonb2Rn_Ing

press, which was first bolted to i_B foundation and then isolated from its

fou.ud_tion. Based on significantreductions in vibration levels, it is

inferred _hat mound levels in the press roo_ were also reduced.

Noise Sources: The Rrans structureand press induced vibration of the room's

floor and roof.

Meusuremente Nspor_ed: Vibration level meaEurements of the foundation,

foundation plnte, press s_rusture, and a building column are reported.

Noise level measurements are no_ reported.

Con_ro_ _¢_,ee: Vibro/D_mmics Series _FM-1230 micro/level isolators

were installed below the 9r'-ss_o reduce the transmissionof vibration.

Sound LeueZ Red_on_: Reductionsin peak vibration levsls are reported

to range from 15 to 30 dB. Sound level reduction data are no_ reported, bu_

the author impliesths_ the reduction in vihrntion has _ significanteffee_

on reducing noise.
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B.15 Noise ControlSolutions for the Metal Products IndusZry

Prepared by: Richard K, Miller & Associates, In_.

Atlanta, Ga.

Date: 1977

Source: Publicationprepped for the Southeast Acoustics

Institute,Atlanta, Ga.

Abs_r_o_: General approachesto controllingthe noise of 3_maohlnss and

operations used in the metal products indust_j are reDorted. The report

information is from the authors' literature searchs_ndnoise abatement

experience.

$oum_es, Con_n_o_rsclm_quss__ Msasumeme_tsReported:

Prsane_

1. Press noise generatingmechanisms are classifiedas vlhr_ticn

of the press structuresinducedby the imDact forces;mechanism

noise (clutches,gears, ere,); and material handling (ejectors,

conveyors, etc.).

2. Straight side presses are said to be inherently less noisy

than span bac_ inclined presses.

3. Presses selected,_ith50_ to I00% excess capaclty are said to

produce less noise than presses operated at full capacity.

h. The press force can he reduced if the lower face of the punch

is inclined, or, in an operation involvingthe panchin_ of

severalholes at one stroke, the force can he reducedby usi_

stepped punches, An B-dR reduction is reported with _he use

of a slanted dis.
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5- Opera_ions on soft material, such as brass and aluminum, are

less noisy than operation on hard materials, such as stainless

steel,

6. Damping has little potential for reducing the press noise radiated

by heavy s_ructural elements. Damping ca_ be effective in reducing

resonant vibrations and radiated noise of lightweightelements,

such as flywheel guards.

7. The noise produced by compressed-air parts-ejectionsystems can

he reduced by various techniques.

a. The use of commercially available air discharge thrust

silencers.

h. The reduction of air pressure and "on-flee" to the minimum

required for reliable ejection; energy consumptionis also

redaoed,

c. Replsoing _he air discharge nozzle with a few stra_egically _'h

located holes in the die and connected to the compressed

air supply,

d. Careful aiming of the nozzle, so _hat the air Jet impinges

on fla% ra_her than slotted surfaces canreduce noise by i0 dB.

e. The use of coemerciallyavailable vacuum devices r&ther than

c;..prsssedair.

f. The ins_allation of a partial enclosure over the die space.

g. The use of "push-through"ejection, so stampings fall on the

press-bed and are then mechanically pushed out,

h. The use of mechanical rather than compressed air parts

ejectors.
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8._ Impact noise produced by stock-feed cla_p-indexers can be con-

trolled by replacing the cls_p indexer with mechauleal roll

feeders, or the indexer may be enclosed and damping pads applied

to the affected stock, Mufflers can be used on the pneumatic

exhaust of the indexers,

9. Noise produced by parts-impacting-conveyors and chutes can be

reduced by applying a viscoelastic damping layer,

i0. Pin-ty_e clutches of manual presses produce impact noise wish

peak levels of !2_ dBA. This noise can be reduced by the use

of a barrier or by replsoemen_ with an air clutch tha_ has been

quieted by applying a layer of damping material to the matching

Sttr_ces,

I!. In p_esses vith metal-to-metal impacts of s%rippar plates, the

noise can he reduced by damping the plate or adding a nonmetallic

contact surface. This may result in a noise reduction of up to

i0 iB.

12. Vibration mou_ts axe one of the least effective techniques of"

press noise control.

i3. A properly equlpped press includes features such as a brake or

counterbalance to prevent _he crank from "getting ahead of"

the flywheel and causing an ,additional impact. Care An adjusting

and m_intaining these feattures will ellminnte the unnecessary

addAtiona_ impact noise.

12. CounterbaAances (mechanical, hydraulic, or pneums_io ) can be

installed on a press to reduce the noise produced as the e!as_ic

strains in the press body are suddenly released when the die

penetrates the stock.

3
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15. When bumper blocks are used to limit positively the die shut

height, a thin resilient shock-absorbing plastic insert can be

put on the bumper block to reduce impact noise.

16. Flywheel _usmds c_n be constructed of damped metal or open mesh.

17. P_-,_i_l enclosures san be const_n_cted in the area of the die

and plunger. If heavy m_%erials and nearly airtight construc-

tion is used, noise reductions of I0 %o 15 d_ _ay he expected.

Several examples are briefly discussed. Enclosure are said to

be applicable only when a lizi%ed number of presses are in-

volved, where vislbili_y and frequent accessibility of the die

are not required, and where sufficient spa0e is available.

Pneumatic 2ooZs

i. The noise produced by pneumatic tools comes from the air exhaust, t_

tool noise Cimpacts and rotation), and tool/workpieee interaction.

2, The easiest way to reduce p_eumatie tool noise is"to buy _ew

quieted tools.

B, Piped-away exhaust systems reduce the air discharge noise at

the operator's position, but impose certain cost and physical

constraints.

M. The use of an expansion chamber of muffler around the tool

exhaust por_ reduces the noise, but increase tool weight, size,

and mainten_J_se.

_. The installation of meshes, sintered metals, felts, or open-

cell _lastlc foam at nhe exhaust ports reduces the exhaust

velocity and noise. Requiring the exhaust air to travel a

tortanus pLth nhrough the tool to the exhaust port also reduces

noise, Bo_h techniques cs_ cause clogging and increased hack-

pressure, _hereby reducing tool power.
i
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6. Placing thick perforate_ plate over deteriorated exhaust ports

of a vertic&l grinder can reduce noise levels by i0 _o 12 CB.

7. Air leaks can generate noise levels over 90 d_A, These sources

can be controlled by a c_ntinuingmaintenance program.

B. If the workpiece is located on a metal bench, sound radiation

from the bench cam be reduced by covering its top with a

durable rubber or plastic lining. As an alternative, wooden

workbenchescan be used.

9. Noise radiated by large castings being ground can be reduced

by damping the casting; placement in a sandbox, for example,

can provide some reduction.

10. Insts_latlon of a filter-lubricator can lower the sound level

cf a tool by 5 dB or more and also increase tool llfe.

ii. Inspectingeach tool for excessive noise each time it isi
brought to the maintenancedepartment for repair is recommended.

_m_d S_s

i. _e noise produced by a_ operating band saw is generated by

vibration of the saw bl_de, chatter between the workpiece a_d

_he saw table, and vibration of the workpiece,

2. One potential method to reduce the level of tooth passage

frequencynoise is to vary the blade speed_ however, this is

seldompractical.

3. Installationof rubber facings covering the pulley and/or guide

wheels may reduce the noise level by i _o 2 dB.

_, Placement of wear resistant rubber material on _he surfaceof

the stowtable will reducechatter noise.

5. Vibration of the workpieee can be reduced by applicationof

damping plate.
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Sheums

i. The noise produced d_riag shear operaZion is the resul_ of

the impac_ of the stock holddown mechanism, the impact of the

blade on the stock, %he "slap" and vibration of the stock on

the table following ehe_r, end the impact of the part drop.

2. Stock holddow_ impact noise can be controlled by covering

the holddowu meche.uiem wi_h wear-reslstant rubber ma_erlal

and by aAJustin£ the control cylinder to reduce the impact

force.

3. Blade impact noise on high speed continuous feed shears, which

m_y exceed i00 _BA, c_n Be reduced by placing the blade at a

slight emg]e or by ins_Llllog a muehine cover cr enclosure.

Noise exposure is most easily controlled by isolating the

operator.
4. The noise of the s_ock "slap" and vlbra_ion con be" reduced

by installing a wear-resistant vibration damping materi_l on

_he teble surface and by m_intainlng %he holddow_e in proper

opera_ing cohdltion,

5. Spring-loaded rubber rollers c_u also be used to restrain

the workpiece and reduce the stock "slap" noise.

6. The noise produced by the dropping of parts cem be reduced

by lining "thedrop panel _ith wear-resistant rubber, such as

old conveyor belting, and by minimizing the drop height.

• Air Noise

i. Changes in the velocity of the gas s_resm have the greates_

influence on Jet noise. Cut_iag _he ueloo_ io half may

lower the sound level as much as 2h d_. However, halving the

az_e_ _ms_ would reduce the sound level only 3 _B.
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2. When concentrated .air flow is not necessary, air exhaust noise

cam be reduced by diffusing the airstresm throu6h a commercially

available muffler.

3. Air lesJ_s'fro_ pneumatic systems generate noise and can be

minimized _hroush a regular inspection and m_intenance program.

0
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APPENDIX C. DATA GATHERING AND DATA REDUCTION EQUIPMENT

The following is a list of equipment used in connection

with this project.

Data Gathering Equipment

Kudelski Stereo Tape Recorder Nagra SJIV

BBN Noise Source

Bruel & KJaer Portable Level Recorder Type 2315

Bruel A KJaer 1/2 in. Microphones

Bruel & RJaer Aocelerometer Type 4333

Bruel & KJaer Sound Level Meter Type 2215

Bruel & KJaer Calibrator Type 4220

_---_ Bruel & KJaer Calibrator Type _230

GenRad Preamplifiers Type 1560-P_2

GenRad Sound Level Meter Type 1982

GenRad Calibrator Type 1567

Data Reduction Equipment

Kudelski Stereo Tape Recorder Nagra SJIV

Bruel & KJaer Impulse Meter Type 2204

Bruel & KJaer Level Recorder Type 2305

Bruel & KJaer Statistical Distribution Analyzer Type _420

• GenRad Sound Level Meter Type 1982

GenRad Sound Level Meter Type 1551

O
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GenRadRealTimeAnalyzer1921

I_haco Power Supply P37

ithaoo Amplifiers 453

Tektronix Dual Beam 0scflloscopes 555 and RM 503

Rockland Real Time Analyzer Model FFT

Pandora Systems Inc. Time Level Model A-80-2

Eico Power Amplifier HF-12

i
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